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CUNY BOARD OF TRUSTEES: CAN THEY BE TRUSTED?
CUNY GRADUATE CENTER

The Newspaper for the CUNY GC _C ommunity

racluate (enter
Set to Go Wireless
1st phase done by end of Spring '07, IT Provost says
LINDSAY SARAH KRASNOFF

The Graduate Center
unveiled a comprehensive
plan last week for installing wireless Internet coverage within the 365 Fifth
Avenue buildi0:g.: Associate
===--Prevost for Instructional
Technology and External
Programs Steve Brier said
that he was "pleased to be
at this stage;• and that the

provide the building with
wireless Internet. As the
funding to provide the
building with complete
coverage would run over
$500,000, the GC admin-

Information Technology
Robert D. Campbell, there
will be five steps to deploying wireless Internet technolagy during Phase One:
installing the back office
. infrastructure, .

first phase;
Student Tech
underway d

tracte o ing
library, the comp
the 21st century,
areas
in the library on the
Computer Specialists, Inc.
(C~S), briefed members of C-level, and the eighth floor
the GC community on the dining area.
According to Assistant
technology and process of
·
Vice
President
_for
implementation needed to

Internet ·coverage up and
running within the Phase
One target areas will be the
amount of time it takes to
· wire tl1e building with the
r_e quisite cable infrastructure. The projected timeframe is fo have Phase One

In the days following tlie terrorist
attacks on Sept. 11, 2001, there
was an upsurge of patriotism in the:
United States that engµlfed many
aole-bodied men and women of
military age. ,,As a result, these
meh and women joined the United
States military in large numbers
tha,t they would doso ~th
Spring 2007 term, though
in order to combat terrorism. In
College, will now also incotne generated by the
the GC hope~ to have some
contrast, the men and women
re~eive on top ~f her sal-,, sale of the GC pre,sidential
of it running during the
who joined before Sept. 11, 2001,
. ary a:~d bel)efits the us,_e . residence._
.
spring semester, Campbell
had a very ~erent m~tivation.
said:
·
of a l)~w house Jo be pur-.
More
distui-1:>ing
They were predominantly poor,
chased by the·University.
perhaps is, not. the ·fact
Subsequent phases will
and used the rniliAccording to the April, t,hat· Bill Kelley, will no
target other areas within
as a ticket to
2006:,minlites from the longer havl the opti9n of a the building and eventu- tary
a college education.
CUNY Board of Tr~tees, CPW address (apparcmtly,_ ally will provide.coverage in .
The City University
the n~w residence will be ~ it was sold as s06ri'. as .
most classrooms, lounges,
of New Yor~ proprogram offices, and .the"condominfwb. apartm~nt - Frances, Plorowitz left the
vided a barg;lin
·on ·27th' St., between 5th GC), b~t that the ' ~oney'.. : sis rooms. Though not all
for these students
and Madison Avenues, in ·generated by the ~ale' of
areas will be targeted iniwho served in the
Manhattan, at a cost of no that house should go to
tially, CCS has completed a
National
Guard
~~mo.r.e_than
$2,5.0_Q,Q_
.
·.·Oo:•
. ~ - - .Baruch
· _ . , and not the , GC. _, detailed floor-by-floor plan
or reserve, giving
The purchase is to
And why exactly is the
of where all future access
them an affordbe covered "by the Board of Trustees offering _ points should -be laid out,
able education and
proceeds of ~he sale of h ousing to already weH
a step that will save the_GC
flexibility for their
cooperative apart ment paid college p resident;?.
rrioney and time.
military service.
4A at 145 Central Park Wouldn't that 2.S~miliion
Matt
Silverman,
a
How·
e ver,
after Support
Technical Engineer for
West, which has been · be better _. used to increase
serving
honorably
CCS, was r~Sponsible for
used as a residence for the number of full time
in Iraq, many of these CUNY stutenure
track
,faculty
mapping out the entire GC _
the President of" the GC,
dents
have returned to a univer- ·
lines at ,the university, ·or
building, a job that he said
the minutes say.
_sity_th!lt gives the bare minimum
Ms.
Waldron _ has s~mething that -· would
gave him nightmares as it
of support, in terms of facilitating
was a "tough structure:' It
been highly . su~~; ssful similarly ·actually . benefit
the transition back into college
t_o ok Silverman and a team
at bringing money to the students of the
life, getting medical and mental
Baruch: The Board seems · university?
of two _other engineers a
health attention, and connectcontinued page 7

ing with other student veterans.
Consequently, these students
need increased assistance from
the CUNY s-rstem, at leastln find_.
·ng other veterans who can form a
community of s_u pport. ·
·
The; bas.ic ·ll'.Q.b lem as told by
Iraq veteran3 interviewed for this
article, is the dearth of informa_tion on ~ow many students have
served in Iraq and where-those stu- ·
dents _are. Hunter College junior
Fernando Braga joined the military for financial reasons on Sept.
9,2001~andserved
fr~m _March 2004
· to - January . 2005.
in Iraq at Camp
Cedar. II, south
of Al Nasiria, as
_a ~nit-supply spe-:
cialist. Braga put
the number of
Gl:JN:Y.
tudents
killed in Iraq at a
minimum of five,
with at least three
casualties coming -from Borough
of
· Manhattan
Community College. 'Stemming
from this lack of information,
CUNY students are left with
only four resources: their individual initiative, the Veterans
Administration official -at each

After serving

-honorably in Iraq,

many CUNY students

.

.

··.·. . .

--,~- __

___

return to find the

university gives tll_e

bare minimum.of

continued page 6

Our .FaSMJonable C nicism
It has become intellectually fashionable these days to condemn the media. Ask any true blooded liberal intellectual
what they think about the media and you are likely to get
a litany of complaints -largely valid- about conservative
bias, corporate influence, incompetence, and lousy reporting.
What you probably won't hear, however, and what is perhaps
decidedly more disturbing is that for every kitten caught in a
tree, for every Geraldo interview, for every Rush Limbaugh,
•
for every biased and stupid article you read in the New York Times, there are a
number of publications, writers, and thinkers with wi_de, and more importantly,

symptom of our age.
Our fashionable cyncism tells us that there is truth out there,
and that that truth is somehow fixed and immutable, and that
at the end of the day, at the end of the broadcast, at its essence,
that truth is a reflection of our bad, short, nasty, and brutish
lives. Sadly, the truth, for our generation, does not set us free,
but leaves us traumatized and without hope. Constructive
action, of coui;se, is impossible without hope, and our fashionable cynicism, combined with our 24-hour access to the news of the world, has

From the
Editor's
Desk

1

e1y uu:: y e1 t: .

growing levels of corruption, incompetence, and greed in both our government
and our culture at large. Jonathan Schell, Seymour Hirsch, Amy Goodman, Noam
Chomsky, Katha Pollit, and the inimitable :ir:ric Alterman, t~ name only a very
small handful, have all written wise, extensive, and damning articles about the
nature of our nation, our economy, and our current administration: Even the
New York Times, the Los Angeles Times, CNN and NBC have offered a host of
irrefutable evidence that our president and his cabinet are largely incompetent,
greedy, power hungry, war mongeri_ng ideologues. As Chomsky himself has said
repeatedly, you don't have to be Noam Chomsky, you don't have to have a Ph.D. to
figure these things out. It's all out there for anyone interested in finding out about
it. There is plenty of intelligent and accessible meqia available.
The problem is not th.at there is too little information available or that the media
is too timid or con~ervative; it is becoming increasingly clear that the problem i~
in fact too much media. It seems obvious to me that our fashiQnable cynicism,
and by "our", I mean those of .us·on the left side of the aisle; is a symptom, not of
our intellectual hubris, or our uncanny ability for self~teflection; but of our utter
fear of admitting that we.fe_el largely powe{less in the face of the ·on~laught of history. And sadly, _our fashionable cynicism seems to be fueled by the media.
The more we see corruption without acting, the more we observe
·incompetence without outrage, the
more we passively munch on granola while we watch the bodies
of dead children carried through
the streets of Baghdad and Beirut,
the more likely we are to expect
and sadl , to eventuall .
~

the educated, those "in the know;• accept with resignation that dead Muslims and
growing slums are just another casualty of capitalism, that democracy is nothing
but an export, that torture and extradition are acceptable tools against terror, and
that·elections are sometimes stolen, sometimes twice in a row. . .
Meanwhile, while I write this, Mexican school teachers continue to take to the
streets of Oaxaca _and the BBC is reporting that as many as 2.5 million people
have come out onto the streets of Mexico City to protest their country's fraudulent election results. These millions of people, many of whom have little access
to the kinds of information.resources available to the citizen of the U.S., many of
whom have little education, many of whom have even less power or influence in
their culture, have, rather than cynically throw up their hands or say "I told you
so;' decided to change the· facts, to refuse t9 accept that corruption is a part of
doing business; and have acted to change their immediate realities. Their attempt
to get Andres Manuel Lopez Obrador in office will likely fail but their c;:harrces of
making ·a difference are practically guaranteed. Mexican politics, we can be sure,
will not be the same after these events.
· As the new Editor-in-Chief, it is my hope that The GC Advocate, as its name
il!lplies, will be f!lOre thal'l merely an affirmation of this .fas)jiionable cynicism
and more than merely a litany of the dead and dying. It is my hope 'that The
GC Advocate will not only be a source for information, but a .vehicle for action
and change. Toward this end The GC Advocate will continue to offer intelligent
critiques of world events, but we will also be dedicating a larger portion of our
reporting to those local events that affect our readers directly and which they
can have the most influence over. The GC Advocate is dedicated, for instance,
to offering our readers the information they need to hold the CUNY and GC
Administrations and the city and local governments accountable to the needs
and concerns o
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Roberl:'.P. Campbefl ~I{ak' a lot of
.·
making the library reSQ~~s .. much
work cut ~ut for him during his first
t
,
·
more accessible to students. Another
year as the new assistant vice presi___
aim is to find ways to incorporate new
dent for information technology at
technologies to enhance the learning
the Graduate Center.
process and keep the GC up-to-date
Since July. 19, his first day on the
LINDSAY SARAH KRASNOFF
with other universities. "A lot of placjob, Campbell has identified two ....__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.. es have started using pod castit)g;". he
· rnain goals for the Information
One of the ·obstacles he and his said, referring to process of distributTechnology department: to compre- 4-0-mernber tearh face is the fact that ing multimedia file~ over the internet
hend the affairs and resources already
to be downloaded i onto cQmputers,
·
many of the.p'e rsonal computers (PCs)
present within · the system, and .to
MP3 players, and other _d§vices that
review the manner of delivery of these at the GC haye not kept pace ~•th ·PC . provide media playback. ,. , , i
services. Within the first two months sta nd ards and thlis many need memPreviously, Campbell _was the asso. he said that . "a . lot of needs were . ory and software upgrades.
ciate vice president for informatiqn
.
.
. Though he admitted that this is a techno'-ogy
s·ervi·ces ""t Roc1:
-uncovere d ," an.d th
. at. tune
spent_ m
1
11,. v,o.ney
cW
th
conversation with ind(viduals within major deficiency of e GC, Campbell College in Rockfo,;d, ill., wt\ere he
. d'1Scussmg
.
the1r
.
said that "Citrix is an outstanding began his tenw:e
.. , ~oos
th
. e Ge commuruty
. 1·....
r., as de,an of
needs will expose new necessities.
resource," which is utilized by many of information technology. From-1~79 to
· thestate
·
. . o f·1--•
1:r. · 'upo~· his the GC -community. ,· Citrix provides 1993 he tau,.i.
. t math_e.mati
..· . com,."«·-..."
hs to
:i -a'uatrs
&":•
_. cs·and
remote access to the GC library and·
arrival, Campbell noted tha.t' there is · . online databases, in addition to cer- puter science at ManJ1.tee Community
· ·,a "~ignmcant amourtt of work to do
College in Venice, i Fla., and served .
to get the . re~urces in line· with the tain software applications accessible as director of the coll~e•s djyision
,
through the GC network.
.
needs" of the' GC. Citing th~ recent
tl C
b.
dhi taff
of mathematics,, science, ~ology,
11
impetus tci · instlill. wireless Internet
Presen y, -~p e an
Gss
are and·business .from 19.93 to 1998.
coverage, Campbell pointed.· qut that u ndertaking a ~-~view of ~ · · C _serv- ' "SometiP1es things you ,do '.aren't
"wireiess is not ci.itting edge~techno1:· ers. . They_anticipate adding St orage ..sexyt Carr,ipJ:>ell said, . "but , they-,help
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ogy," but "[it] is technology we need. Area Netwo_rk _(S~) ~e.chn~lo$Y as a . lot of .people. Day in and- day out
. titu+-n
,,
to put in p1ace to catch up with
.:.. w h ere means
·
· to proV'J.de
, .additional
. .
. . network
.
we,re suppo4...;.,.
~•g the ms
"R':'rL
·
,
,
storage at a reasonable price ~~d of
·
- ·
we should be."
·
.., ,. , ,

- ~ "l'ID-lhl .decider, and'I decide what ls llllr
f.

Don't be a"Decider;" be a"co.~trib_utor:'Write for . '/
The GC Advocate and tell them w~atyou really think.
'
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KEVIN BARRm

Steve Nass wants me fired from my
teaching job at the University of
Wisconsin, Madison because of my
views on 9/11. According to Nass, "This
isn't academic freedom. This person
can't substantiate his views" (Christian
Science Monitor, Aug. 18, 2006).
Nass's statement is not just false
and defamatory, it is absurd, even
Orwellian. Why? Because Nass refuses to even_ examine evidence I have
proffered to substantiate my views. In
my almost three years of 9/11 truth_
activism and scholarship, I have cited
dozens of books, hundreds of articles,
dozens of photos, and hours of video
and audio recordings as evidence for
my contention that a strongprimafacie
case exists that 9/11 was an inside job.
(Much of this evidence is available for
examination at the Scholars for 9/11
Truth website, http://st9ll.org.) I also
served as lead editor for the scholarly Kevin Barrett, appe~ring on a local news program. University of Wisconsin-Madison
book 9/11 and the American Empire: Provost Patrick Farrell Barrett to teach, as scheduled, a Fall 2006 class titled ulslam: ·
Christians, Jews and Muslims Speak Religion and Culture" after assurances that Barrett will encourage studen,s to come to
their own conclusions about 9/11, which Barrett has called "an inside job."
Out-co-edited by one of America's
leading theologians, John Cobb, along
with Jewish studies professor Sandra
Lubarsky-which includes my own
copiously-referenced article deconstructing the official myth of 9/11. .
I have informed Rep. Nass about the
in the first_person
existence of this body of evidence, and
repeatedly challenged him to debate the America's major wars starting with the
Mexican War of 1847 were .launched

Academic
Repression

take just one of dozens of examples, it
is a fact, documented by photographs
and eyewitness testimony, that large
amounts of molten steel were produced
by the WTC collapses-including the
collapse of WTC-7, which was never
hit by a plane. Yet the theoretical maximum temperature for hydrocarbon
fires is 1800 degrees-a temperature
that can only be attained under carefully controlled conditions-while the
melting point of steel is 2800 degrees.
Additionally, Underwriters Labs had
certified the WTC steel for six hours at
2000 degrees with no significant loss of
stre,ngth. The notion that jet-fuel-triggered office fires could have even weakened the WTC steel, much less caused
even a bit of sagging, m,uch less caused
. a slow, progressive, toppling collapse,
is preposterous. The notion that these
fires could h~ve triggered an explosive
straight-down collapse into tiny piles of
rubble at near free-fall speed, producing pyroclastic mushroom clouds and
blasting huge steel beam pieces hundreds of feet upwards and o_ut.wards,
leavm none of tfie :ifl- massive core
columns sticking out of the rubble, is
beyond preposterous. And the idea that
jet-fuel office fires could have produced
the visible and audible flashes of demolition explosions (see 911 Eyewitness)
as well as the testimony by dozens of
New York police and firefighters and
- others wh:o witnessed those explosions,

is _as biz . e as _de ·
as glance at the-SchoJK~
website. Nass knows that Scholars for
eship M
9/11 Truth has hundreds of members, with passeng
including rnoEe than 70 Ph.D.s with sen straigh
full university affiliations. He knows a Japanese a c
that it ·includes members like Morgan an oil blockade and allowed to "sueReynolds, the Bush Administration's ceed" (with the critically important
former top Labor Department econo- aircraft carriers moved safely out to selves how all these supposed "effects
mist, who openly charges his own ex- -sea) so that thousands of American c9uld precede their alleged cause. (For
the 9/11 Reichstag Fire. md
bosses with "biowing the World 1'rade . deaths would Ieverse massive antiwar documentation, ·see http://mujca.com/
criminal invasionS"-of Afglianistan and
Center to kingdom come:' Nass must sentiment; a fake attack in the Gulf .masterplan.htm)
Iraq is not opposed and quickly dis-_
know by now that st9U.org has pub- of Ton.kin; a · Kuwaiti Ambassador's
Along with this circumstantial evi- mantled by people brave enough to
lished an immense amount of material daughter coached by a Bush-linked PR dence, there is hard evidence showing
say "two plus two make four,~ then acacritiquing the official account of 9/11, firm to pose as a nurse and Ue about that the 9/11 Commission's version of demic freedom, along with our other ·
much ·o_f it careful, scholarly work. And "babies ripped from incubators." And events not only is baseless and in con-'
Constitutionally-based freedoms, will
yet he puts his head in the sand, refuses we know t:h,at every single member of tradiction with overwhelming evidence, become a thing of the past.
to even glance •at the evidence, and the Joint Chiefs of Staff signed off on · including its own sworn testimony from
Kevin Barrett Is a lecriner at the.University .
then says the evidence must not exist Ope,ation Northwoods, a 1962 plan· th~ likes of Treasury-Seer~ Norman of Wlsconisn, Madison. He can be reached
because he can't see it. So who .is to trigger war with Cuba that .would Mineta, .· but it blatant!! v10lates the , tlJrough the Musllm-Cbristian-hwlsh Alliance .
it . who c·an't-'-or won't-substantiate have mirrored 9/11 and involved U.S. . laws of physics many .times· over. To for 9/11 Truth (http://mujca.com).
. their views?
military-intelligence assets murde~
'Nass, a Bushite fundamentalist and large numbers of Americans through·
right-wing extremist, reminds · me of ",t errorist" bombings in major U.S. .
certain Muslims who wanted to pun- cities. The plan ·was ready to imple-,
ish· Salman Rushdie for his allegedly ment in ,about a month when .JFK .and
. . . MIIJ.clC. ..tool
blasphemous writings, while pro~dly MacNamara rejected it.
. W f f l l ~ -· admitting that they had never even
The circums(antial evidence also '
' Burritos;, Quesadillas.
read those writings. As a Muslim, I am . includes the Bush . Administration- . ·
.
Soft & Hard ·Tacos;.
embarrassed by: such obscw:antism. As -linked Project .Jot . a· New . American
Join us lbelnl tall slllp . . ..~ . . . . . . .
· Salsa Bar &·Nadlos
an American and a Wisconsinite, I am Century'.s Sep~ember 2000 c~ for a
Taco Salad
NYU P!ofmor
lllllaf
......
afWlltKllllllfllllllllrleldsJi
- - · · ~ -.....
spedal auests IIMled to 191111 tlllclloM fniffl .
ashamed to hail from the same country . "N:ew Pearl .Harbor" to trigger mas.
i
·· ·lhe poem, butaudlenc.e .-lkfJNdlolt III lhe
and state, as Rep. Nass, who has put sive military budget increases and prerudlng Is also-..,. Lend US youl'NIS
oryourvocllClll'dSawcellllrlllltllllsbeltMd
out.·a fatw;t on me for having politically empqve wars in the Middle East. It
poem. Admission# ( J J - - - ~
If you lie lntfflSted In ............... 11111111
incorrect views, that he claims I do not includes the fact that the Iraq invasion .
..... 0111111,.,.11-town-uit.
substantiate, all the while refusing to was ordered back in January 2001 (P~ul .
lavlns VoUr """8, 1111111, llld.Mtllan el
~ A-iii~ For
. , . _ _ (If 111¥). Call 212.7"8-858ffir
even Jook at my substantiation, much O'Neill), and the Afghanistan inva~&~
-1"'1lmllllon.
330 5th Avenue
'
l~ss debate me on the issue.
.
sion was ordered and mobilized for in
nd
Between.32 & 33"' Street
·
"
...
in vessels
· What makes this situation . poi~001 (BBC). When we consider
21.2-868-9720, .
.
tlwt11ailmy
1/2
block
from
the
Empn
Statr
Building
gnantly absurd is _that the prima facie that the Patriot Act was written before
FREE DELIVERY WITH ORDER
words must
case for- 9/11 complicity is so over- 9/11, and the ultra-unconstitutional
OF $10.00' 0R MORE.
sail. .."
place >W' order at _leasl 30 minutes in
whelming at every level. Virtually all of and blatantly illegal National Secutity
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The Politics and Ethics.of Schooling
TONY MONCHINSKI

Whether you're a full professor emeritus wi~,.
dozens of publications on your CV, an underpaid
adjunct lecturing undergraduates, or, like me, a
high school teacher in a public school, our pedagogical theory and practice- our praxis-is rooted
in a particular conception of politics and ethics. ·
Although this connection isn't usually explicit,
teaching is never a politically or et ·
"' "'
endeavor. Be.ca
·
""- :$"

of care wouldn't necessarily have to be individual
efforts. In my high school history classes, for
example, sometimes J allow the students to work
togethe;r on exams. I counter the individualist
ethos they've swallowed hook, line, and sinker, by
telling them that the lowest grade in the class is the
grade that everyone will get: I allow my students
to make test corrections. If they fail a
am, for
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what to say, what reactions to expect from students,
and how to respond to those reactions. Such curricular forms separate conception from execution.
They dehumanize teachers by deskilling and deprofessionalizing them. Someone somewhere else
decides what students need to know and leave
teachers to implement these plans. Michael Apple
argues that all forms of desk ·
·
"Wpf resk ·
~,--~"'scriP,ted_
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tion.
. c er w o g
'"'.con sidered cheating.·
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.
nts in contempor
n eel alien- a studen,Linsi$ts <>n calling~mot Ji!,,,~ ·
Tests and grade; serve a&•sosjallzing devices to. -ate.ti, like insignificant cogS' in dii'greirmai:nuie ffiey d1smisses-something.as "gay" and· repi:inia
the· dominant ethic al.models' emphasis on indi- cannot fathom. Education is done to them and student .does not necessarily violate :'the s
vidualism. In an era of high stakes testing, when lacks relevance to their lives. Students adopt what care. If the tea,cher scolds the kid in fron
the next step-passing the 'course, moving on to Ir~§h..Qrdescrilies ~asa "subter.faiieanilntentfonal~ -- pms7\n~cfnumiliates'ffiestudent, the tea~h
·---the-next~;a~enpingilie ladder-to the ~~xt- ity." They go along with it like tlie poodle in the cir- violate the spirit of care. Teachers grgu
mstitutional level~epends on· the gate-keeping, cus jumping through il.mung hoops, the promise ethic of c~re seek to rescue rea~n, w~ c
,,,., tlm£tioJ1 ,.,_pf , 4~st 4~core1,,succ~,_,aJid failure ·• ll~ ·•s. , Qfipetter econo mi,:.pi'os~ ~tomo~
iifii«fto en
··
· ,, '' ~ ·r
.~ ors. '.feachen ·. eel
• o an;~ t a l .l ileahl fortheiaad ·.i!,Y itlelf.
4£·. IM::\f • • ~ eruun:Ita«,· -w . * i '!l• ( i to be" •oj;ec
,,~da.,and .~~ts WQITT
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of•-.ccountf>llitr, whel'e fest:%; relateclt9 their lives is a message teatudents itself: .mod,els.~~ore

scores,~the'fflds that justify the ~
.pt. dsht ,
in with a consequen~ monil {rafu.e'Work tflatW'
vi~ outcomes as a gµicle to moraf evaluations.
Sur~ no one likes taking tests, the thinking goes, ;
some kids rpight edn ~omit, but.we need to kno~
if Oui' schools ,re, failiJlS our ~ents.
.
Pedagogy based.ct on.:~ ~ -c of care wouldn't
abandon the use·«.-. --: eu,ms,
but would lessen its
i:t,
·.•. ·
reli~ce on these devi~ . Tests roote<t in an ethic
,,,.

ing., .~S~tu
,, d;eJ ·~ ~; ;hJ-~·if,tMr.ijaii,rJ:·~· ~J'"i~~~~~~~;;
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,
ences are not valid.
.
versus
what ·...
•An ethic of caie asks of any e_ducational theory or sive beneyolence:' What woul
practice, whom does this ~ ? For example, ·~ teacher and stude!f look
with the passage of the Bush Administration's No suffused with an etliic of~? These r
Child;l.eft Behind legislati~n, scripted rea_
ding les-, would be marked by symmetrical, muti1
sons ~ve gained in prominence. These programs dencies. The teacher will.know that the ,!N
pride l:hemselves on being "teacher proofed:'
proneed Her, hut she will also know that slie
""
.,
viding teachers with an actual script that spells out
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PSC and Local .Laaot take-to tbe streets in solk:f arity ...::...=~
APVOCATE STAFF

of 40 vehicles carrying police and gun
For almost four months, more than
thugs
careened through the city, killing
70,000 teachers in the largely indigan
architect.
The strikers responded by
enous state of Oaxaca in southern
throwing
up
more than 500 barricades
Mexico have been waging a militant
throughout the city. Around the state,
strike and facing murderous represdozens
of city halls have been taken
sion. The attacks on Oaxaca teachover
by
strikers and repressive local
ers follow massacres of striking minbosses
thrown
out. Currently, negoers, steel workers and townspeople
tiations
are
underway
in Mexico City
of San Salvador Atenco. Meanwhile,
between the strikers and the federal
in Mexico's on-going electoral crisis,
government.
But while top officials talk
President Vicente Fox surrounded the
--o.t.::facil.it,;1ting-"..Gongressio.aal-hearings
Mexican C<;>ftgress-w)tn. armored per- . ·.. on the teach~rs' ~all to oqst the hated
sonnei carriers (t~quetas) while feder, :,. Gc:,~~rn~r Ruiz, they ar'e s~reptitiously
al police b~a~ Congrt:ssmen. In protest
. . sendiri:g ~ounterinsurgency troops into
against this militarization; opposition
Oaxaca tei "investigate" spurio_us claims
legisl_a tors blocked . .!:ox's final presithat
~he stri~e is linked to guerrilla
dential, address to Congress. Mexico is
.
gfOUps.
Large-sqtle repression co,uld
pois~d·oi:i; a, razor's edge. .
.
_.
,
be
l~unched
at any moment. So far, five
on· June. 14, an. ai~y of 3,500 riot
striJ<e supporters have been murder~d
police attempted to evict a huge·strike
.
by.
police and gunmen, whil.e numencampment (planton) in the center
PHOTO BY ADVOCATE STAFF
··b~r
of strike leaders (Catarin_o Torres
of the state capital. Scores of teach- PSC Members demonsxtrate outside the Mexican consulate on June 28, 2006.
Pereda,
German Mendoza Nube,
ers were badly beaten, some within in Midtown Manhattan on June 28. In ers took over the governor's office, city
Evangelia
Mendoza Gonzalez y _Ramiro
an inch of their lives .. Police burned all, about 50 or 60 students and the hall, the state legislature and· supreme
tents, invaded the teachers' union hall faculty turned out for the protests, court: _To cou1;1.ter the lies · spread by . Aragon Perez~ have been jailed;
. ~ow a strong demonstration of soland smashed the strikers' radio station · which called on the ambassador to pro-government media, teachers oc~~idarity
with the Oaxaca teachers is
(Radio ]?lant6n) while firing tear gas stop the use of violent police forces pied five · radio stations and a televineeded.
The AELLA urges unionists to
grenades on the crowd from a helicopa agatnst the striking teachers. The pro- sion station, which is now being run
add
their_
voices to this call and .bring
ter. But after three hours of pitched·· .testers held signs that . read "S~pport by a women's colle_ctive . . The state
battle, tens of thousands of strikers the Mexican ·Teachers," and "Right to government responded by sending in friends and coworkers on Thursday,
drove out the police and took back the Organize, Right -to Strike:' News and armed thugs who fired on the TV stu- Sept_e mber 21, 5-6 p.m. to protest again
Z6calo, the city's main plaza. Oaxaca photos of the NYC demonstrations dio with machine guns and destroyed outside the Mexican consulate, 27 East
39th Street (between Madison and
city has been in the hands of the strik- were publisll~d in Mex!co-'-I~~ great- the _s.t.ation's_an
ing teachers ~ver since. Now, howe:ve~
r~our~ed ~
Oaxaca tea
rs ~ -a new wave
deadly repression as death squads kill
strikers and units of the Mexic_a n army

a

n res
the International Committee o
e
Professional Staff C~ngress of CUNY
organized .meetings with. Mexican
Ambassador Carlos de Icaza and protests outside of the Mexican Consulate

came out in repe~ ted
"megamarchas" to demand the ouster of Governor Ulises Ruiz Ortiz. In
response to government attacks, strik-

·think I take Qffense to this description.
We'll discuss how.the student who-said
Continued from 4
it very well inde;d may not h~ve mearit ·
her students. Through the years, I have
it as a racist- statement, but why it 'nevfound' 'that teaching lS the best form of
ertheless is.
therapy; · rolling up my sle~ves with a
Our ethical models and political
class has allowed me to ke~p my sanity
structures are socially constructed.
in otherwis~ trying times. Teachers and
Instead of being , handed down from
students should work together to learn
on high, they are constantly ·made.and
from each other, to uncover knowledge .
remade. · The dominant ethical models
and appreciate the other as an intrinsithat
infl~ence our pedagogy .d~eloped
cally worthy"· human · being. The edu-.
at the same time that democracy was
cational process will be one of active
championed but limited to the politiinquiry on the. part of both teacher
cal sphere by the rising bourgeoisie.
and student, of dialogu_e and se;uch, of .
Thus these models are antithetical t<?.
direction and growth.
any kind of democracy beyond-politics'
Caring teachers will never renounce
ken. On the other hand, ·an ethic of
their ·authority, nor will they lapse into.
.care is fully compatible with democracy
authoritarianism. Teachers must exerunderstood as a way of life.
cise what Berenice Fisher describes a:s a
· Democracy, based as it is on "asso"caring authority" that makes the classciation" and "conjoint activity;' and
room and schools a nurturing environcare, come naturally; society has had
ment for all students. Teachers use
to actively rein them in. Dewey contheir privileged position in the power
sidered education the "mid-wife" of
relationship to protect students and
democracy. If we hope to foster demothe pedagogical process itself. Students
cratic character structures in our stushould be encouraged to have their
dents and our~elves, in the hopes of
own voices, but if these voices threaten
developing truly democratic political; ·
the security of others the teacher will
social and economic relationships, our
be remiss if he doesn't intercede. For
pedagogical
practice must be grounded
~;x:ample, · a few times in my career · I
in an ethic of care. ·
have stopped class after hearing one
student refer to another as having Tony Monchinski is a student in the Political
Science Program
•"chinky eyes.".I'll ask the class why they
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sors, and the community provided by
Iraq Veterans Against the War (IVAW),
whose New York chapter head is Jose
Vasquez, an Anthropology Ph.D. student
at CUNY Graduate Center. Individual
ini · ·
information provided by the other three
resources. Thus, if an Iraq veteran does
not receive adequ
help from a college's VA administrator,
a friendly professor, or IVAW, there is
no support for students. who might be
dealing with, among other things, the
horrible effects of Post Traumatic Stress
Disorder (PTSD). The effects of PTSD

officers.
Since Agosto-Dafonseca completed
his Sociology major at Baruch before
he went to Iraq, he was able to be an
observer. Thus, he thinks of his experience there as "more observer than
participant:' This was partly an effort

unprovo· e
tendencies.
Most important, many, if not all Iraq
veterans, are presented with a Catch-22
upon leaving Iraq. In order to expedite fheir Journey home, a soldiercypi- cally li~s to the military doctors during
a ·30-second interview regarding the
soldier's mental and physical health.
After returning home, the psychological symptoms of PTSD, in addition to
the physical injuries sustained i.n: Iraq,
cause many .ve.t ~rans to seek help from
. the VA Hospital, if they can·find'it. Yet
if they do seek help
they confront $e
stopping their milit
· the record of mental
will limit their oppo

ing. His colleagues were in. the 18-24
year old demographic, fellow college
students who had interrupted their
- college expenence.
Agosto-Dafonseca succ.eeded iri
maintaining his detached 'perspective;·
and so he has n_o t felt a need to engage
in any anti-war activities. ·He is .hon•
oring his contract with the military,
which .e nds in 2008. The contract stipulates that any anti-war activity~ b~
met with punitive measures.
In contrast, Mullins and Michael
Harmon have immersed themselves ·
·es as
·
·

.
'
.
sys em ace a very bleak future of limited,
or no help for their mental and physical traumas,
which in turn alienates them from friends and family.
Wi ____
- ~-~
- --~ -~ ~~,_"':.-:_-:..-:_-:-_._s often turn
to
i
alcohol.
·
·
The isolation ·of Iraq veterans in the CUNY system
presents a challenge to them in the·classroom. Most
students do not mention that they Jtave served in
Ira_q. The students who do mention their service in
Iraq are mainly-those who feel that their service has
spurred them to oppose· the war. Lehman College
senior Demond Mullins, who served in -Iraq in the
infantry from Fall 2004 to Fall 2005, is increasingly
active iq anti-war protests and marches. .His Iraq
service became a catalyst for him to examine hi&
mo.rill standing as a human qeing, and to prevent
other people from suffering as he did. Likewise,
Michael Harmon, a student at Borough of Manhattan
Community College, suffered from depression after
serving a year in Iraq as a combat medic for 1/67
·armor 4th1nfantry Division-from April 2003 to April
2004. He has since become very active in IVAW. ·
Th-e responsiveness of CUNY to its' Iraq veterans
varies from college to college, depending largely on
whether the VA representative is a separate position
or combined with other administrative· positions · at
the college. Fernando Braga n:oted a consensus among
veterans that Borough of Manhattan Community
College is among the worst in terms of providing support for veterans, while Baruch, _Lehman, Hunter, and
the other four year colleges are much better. This is
eviden:ced by the·experiences of Mullins, who experienced a very easy transition back in to college life at
Lehman, and Gustavo Agosto-Dafonseca, who ·also
had an easy experience. Agosto-Dafonseca has done
.24 months of active duty, and he has 18 months left
of drill training in the Army Reserves in Fort Drum,
N.Y. He served in Iraq for 11 months, three weeks,
from Jan. 13 to Dec. 26, 2005. He returned to Baruch
Page 6 ' ~dvocate
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e,
was able to exte~d the incomplete grades until the
end of spring,of his sixth semester. ·

most soldiers in
ar. Mullins has

's raw"
a
t
te is..,,_
i ""
e_t_o_ _ __ ____

because he feels he compromised his morals and his
After ffiey ave returned from raq an resum
virtues bY, allowing hltnself.t&'b~ sent=t04ra . Befor,e:= =
civilian an student life, the singular ch allenge to
e was sen o Iraq, e says e a "'iiifficiilty 6eing a
------:::JE::::=
these veterans is how much they integrate their.com- civilian, incli.tding being a boyfriend, a son; and a stu~
bat experience with their identity. One of the veterans . dent. After he returned from Iraq he felt apandoneq.
who has not chosen to engage in anti-war activities · .This is common because "lots-of soldiers have trouble
is Gustavo Agosto-Dafonseca. He has always treated finding purpose," and many have troubl~ taking conthe military as a hobby, as a side part of his_life, not · tr9l of their .own lives. Thus, taking classes·at Lehman · · as a key part of how he defines himself. He entered College offered not only structure but a sense ofputin 2000, at·age 17 with parental consent, and was the pose, a way to focus his life so that he cc;>uld underfirst person in his_family to Join. His main motivation stand the roie he played in what he now recogrtlzes as
was obtaining money for college. He· was told by the the Military-Industrial Complex. He started to read
recruiting officer that at most he would serve a sue- :"The ·Power Elite," by C. Wright- Mills, while serving
month peacekeeping mission _iri Bosnia. Yet, at that . in Jraq. After' he became a student again, he started
· age he was circumspect a.b out the role _that he wanted . . learning about military industrial complex theory. He
the military to play in his life. "The mistake many now intends to go to graduate school in order to augyoung soldiers make, unfortunately, is to ·become ment his activist activities ..
dependent," he said, especially if they are young.
Mullins foined the military because .he othe~e,
They get f~od, clothing, and shelter, and typically go couldn't affotd a college education. ~e was "just like
from an $8/hour job to a $15,000 s•gning bonus. In fan] average undergraduate sfudent" before serving
contrast, Agosto-Dafonseca said, "I wasn't blinded by in Baghdad from Fall 2004 to Fall 2005. He never
the moneyt even though he-had wanted to :join the
oted beclfuse he dicln't feel like he lul<i,n11ch: of c say,-'-"...._..._
military.since watching Desert Storm on CNN. even though he found politics interesting. In·contrast
_Agosto-Dafonseca said he didn't need ·to join, to his previous civilian life, ·•1raq showed how small I
even though a lot of enlistme_n t decisions come·froiri am, this is only life I have:' So Mullins is on a mission
"rieeding the military" because a soldier has no other to make amends for his prior complacency.
options in life, no idea of. college options, and receives
After returning from Iraq, Mullins isolated himself
full financial aid in the military. Thus, while Agosto- and fell into a depression from which Lehman College
Dafonseca is not an activist, not against µiilitary ser- and activism rescued him. He had dtfficulties with his
vice, and not against -people serving in the military, ~e girlfriend, family, and friends because of his PTSD.
is a~ainst "irresponsible enlistment."
He would squeeze his ex-girlfriend during the night
Many of the s9ldi~rs 'Agosto-Dafonseca served and would start crying without knowing why. He
with were in the National Guard unit, in contrast to would feel disoriented all of a sudden. He wouldn't
the active duty soldiers who see combat 24 hours a talk sometimes. He was less affectionate, more calday. His comrades joined the military mainly as a lous. He developed the attitude that the petty things
response to 9/11. The reserve and National Guar!i people worried about as civilians couldn't compare in
are filled primarily by soldiers who are there part- magnitude to the horrible things he saw in combat . .
time, and typically they are college students. Thus, He also felt thatr given the number of close calls and
ANTI-WAR ACTIVISM

- near misses he had ~th death ,/
· · in 1!aq, his 'luck·had·rim. out, .
and so lie · was simply-~aiting to die. The. VA Hospita1
offered him · medication for
his symptoms, but ·he didn't
take any. Instead, he decided · ·
that "activism is most therapeutic:'
The turning point came ·
when Gail Perry-Ryder,
an Adjunct Lecturer in the
Department of African and
African American Studies
at · ehman College, · gave
;=..,.:;:;:;;...._.:.;M;.::;u::::.:
lli:.:.:n:::..
s the contact infmmatjon for IVAW. The-IVAW: in
conjunction
.
class sizes a J.:;e:h:man,
lift MuIUns from his .==!!=::::=::
sion and even gave hi
.class size
e personal a

'

c;UNY lad<~ any typ
institutional support for
vetera~s. Mullins has t
his activism
·
in the past
appearing i_
ry to marching rom
Ma., t<JNew Orleans, La. The ·
·
march helped raise awareness
about the connection·uetween_limited·reconstructi"On
of the-Gul~oast- a-ltEff -1=1ur-rieane KatFi.na-c-empared
to tlie expensiye reconstruction projects in Iraq.
All of. the veterans interviewed for this article
. ~greed . that CUNY could do much more to help its .
Iraq War vetera!}s, espe<;ially because the Veterans
AdministratiQn · has faltered so badly in providing
the support that it ·is obJ.ipted to provide. MD!St11~

,JWameea-ani Mullins 'be&

.

cuts at the VA
ha~ .limited
the VK_s. ....ability
to .provide
,,,,. .
.'
·...
.
. -0

·-·~..
- ,_-_ _.....___

but h:e has a great cleal more interest in politics and aimecl-to become a Master Sergeant; but the rupture
polic . ost im urtant, Mullins satcrlr ij . ave lum came on ~ . ,- zoor whe 1::i,e- starte --,---,rn-g-_- - - - -- =the ability'to niake posttive _changes., because· ~o~ "1 comparisons of the terrorist attacks to the.Japanese
fear nothing." He.s'aid he feels arespo,nsibilitytofulfill attacks on Pearl Harbor on Dec. 7, 1941/ the ·s tart of ·
a destiny. "I have • fervent~ .tP-.:acquire know!.;. · Ametica"a.~ to World War..ii At th~ time he ·had
edge now. Scholarship validate., aativism."
·aade a professional transition to .Em~rgency Medical ·
Similarly, Michael Harmon feels that all patriotism Technician. aqd
'

bu.,...~

~

..

.

-

way- to.ward-filling- a-great-nee " . u 1ns-sa1 .
veterans say: they are Y.ery: willing to put.an.effo ·

es~ablishing a CUNY-wide organization that will he p.
them develop a cohesive community. Right now, that

en--sappe

~U

-- --

dties-aftei, the terrorist attacl<.

0
,
. -- - - - . . . . ; .~

an more m orme . 1c ae oun
The key problem with the militwo veterans who also served in
tary, Vasquez said, is that the
,eam~.'l'l: · .··
-. Ope_ration Iraqi ~reedom · thou
Cmt)g.\'al) tsc.have~~
the documentary "The
rouna
'1>~~ y_surce . or . Jfr II. Most
PATRIOTISM
Truth:' Other than tho~e. has hasn't
soldiers in the -~t .ha4 at m<>St
When asked whether- they were p~triotic, many of found a veteran community because
. a GED• _
;:hip -~
,~ . _
the veterans replied that they did not beli~e in blind, of what he calls ~the apathy that . Wat a(tiViSffl .
•
. Now, the soldiers may bf.~
uninformed patriotism, yet they all love their-country. plagues·this country."
undergraduates, master's students,
"Patriotism is an ugly word;' Mullins said. "Aside from
Thus, right pow Iraq Veterans Against the War or even have a Ph.D. By giving enlisted soldiers access
- - - -.feelings of pride tluit one shoUld have in tf1eir nation (IVAW)
·oiily place where Iraq veterans Ill to lugfie~ e uca ·o~ mass .
. .
, .
.
and a · sense of responsibility, Americans especially the. CUNY system ar~~likely to find a · community, · · these soldiers ·ar• ·more likely to have ,oplnto~ that .
should be more discerni~g in ·terms of their nation, and a way to heal through activism; Jose Vasguez, . contradict tlie decisioJ?,S of office~s; Comequently,
and· the administration, of 'its policies. Suppprting the New York head of IVAW, and a: 4th year, Level ·Vasquez o!'f:ered a scathing opini<?n of the situation
the President beqmse he is.Pre~id~nt is mea~gless. · 2, Anthropology graduate student, CQtnes to activ,.. )n Iraq m,d the. i.-~p9nsibility. o( U,.e -l!Pi~ States
If patriotism ·is supporting the best inte~~ts of the ism from a 14-year history, in the ~tary. · He has ·, Congress.He
that tbe U.~. inll!~lf~welf
nation, then·yes,.l'm a patriot with my whole heart. I not gone to Iraq even though he was officially sent . eq1¥ppe~ to_; ~o-. th~_inyading_part;. b'1t~ ~ .
was never .a blind patriot of the l).S. I'm a black man. because he claimed to ·be a, Cc;mscientio~ Objec,o,;-.. }las n o t ~ -~
~usan~ ofyr:¥! f lfJ ~ ·
Th~t~~ .a mouthful alr~ady. ·Look at American his- As his claim is stiJ.! pendingi. he has left _military successfu:1 .~t,ti~~:of a for• co~ ~ ·
tory, therJ isn't much for me to feel p.atriotic about:" life. ~here .otherwise he, would now~ a, Sergeant -in~oppre1$ion,es~~itts.
.w ,
Mullins said his level of patri<_>tisin remains the same~ First Class. He started out lo~..the. ~~. ~~ ~
- -,.-. ___________.......,_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ .. ifthere.w~ ·mo~-·tr~ the_qn
- .. ' -

----------'-------

=-=;;...;-

tha_t replaces it is anti-

·

noted

cMlians/fron1:coni~~ ~
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.GC to·Go Wireless -. ' ...

are diffic~t to transmit radio ~ig.:.. .server gQe~ down, people will still ; of . ~ invasiQD ~ it, ' .. '
Continued from page 1
' nals through. Undet ~hase One, · have ace~ to the lnte~n~t ~ th~: a~<;l ~t ohly ~
-i.ivareri~ .· _
the library will hav~ _19 access·. wireless _coverage. CCS ~ _alsp Jerence, ·.riot_m_o re -~~ps."The
~
.mw.er
week te' walk throu~·-' ~nd .test points i~tall~d to pro.vide cover- ensure that the GC's wir~less sy&- by_leveling ·tne Jr,,qi ~1!:°'1~• and,~
up a
out "every square inch" · of every age throughout the e_ntire floor . tern h~ ~ecurity precautions ·th3:t , political structure that _does not include 8'..i~es.
room t9 analyze 4ifferent levels of · - even between the book shelves.
will pro~bit' outside users from- ··Thu~, the in$urgency is, p~li;t,ical upi:ising;· ar;id the~
interference ·and to garner erwugh
ThE: goal is t~ .enable atudents, -gaining ac::cess t.o the system.
'needs:to ,be dialri~e _
with the insurgency. The ~st
information to develop a plan that faculty, and GC community memCCS has _years of experiE!nce ·.o utcome in_Iraq is a ·scheduled ~ithdrawal to avoid
when ·100% implemented, would bers to use a multitude of devices working with institutions of high- making Ii:aq dependent on the U.S. Vasquez argued
give "seamless roaming coverage within the building, including lap- er education using mostly Cisco . that the·u.s. congress mu~t reassert itself vis-a-vis the
with a guaranteed bandwidth" tops, Personal Digital Assistants systems - the same equipment president, and this includes i~peac~ing the president
throughout key areas of the build- (PDAs), Skype telephones, and that they plan to use at the GC. for ·war crimes. "The.executive branch has come in
ing.
Wi-Ficellular phones. ·
Since 2002 they have provided the like the Mafia and taken over. Impeachment would
According to Silverman, the big- ·
The GC · wireless network . will New York City school system with be justice. served. George Bush is a war ·- criminal.
gest challenge was the second floor be separate from ~he in-house net- · 55,45_9 classrooms and 85,688,500 The war of aggression against ~raq is the biggest .war
library, as the rows of dense books work, ensuring that if the internal square-feet of wireless coverage.
crime in a long_ time." ~
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WHO ARE THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES
ADVOCATE STAFF

------ - - ---- - - -----~-------- ·---- ------

Who are the CUNY Board of Trustees and what is
their role in the governance of the university?
The Board of Trustees of the City University of
New York is made up of exactly seventeen members. Of these seventeen, ten of the members are
appointed by the governor, with only perfunctory advisement form the state senate and five
are appointed directly by the Mayor with similar
advisement from the senate. The remaining two
non-appointed members of the board include the
head of the University Student Senate and the chair ·
of the University Faculty Senate, the last of whom,
. because of collective bargaining conflicts, sits without a vote.
In all, fifteen of the sixteen voting members of
the board, the people who negotiate with the union,
decide on university budgets, tuition costs, pay
scales, appointments, etc. have been appointed by
either the mayor or the governor with the "advice
and consent of the state senate;' and all of the
members currently on the board were appointed by
PHOTO COURTE SY CUNY PSC
A graduate student protesting adjunct pay rates outside a
Pataki, Bloomberg, or Guiliani, (all Republicans).
May 2004 Board ofTustees meeting.
In other words, the CUNY Board of Trustees is
anything but a democratic or politically diverse
institution: it is a collection of seven year appoint- board of trustees entitled "The Governance of the
ments (near sinecures) with close political ties to City University of New York: A System at Odds
the republican mayor and governor.
with Itself;' that "In particular, the law does not
In fact, The Rand Corporation-hardly a liberal attempt to ensure that trustees have a measure of
entity-has stated in its report on the university independence from their appointing authorities
BE

OS HMIDT

of ew 'or , onnici as, among his many causes,
advocated against abortion and opposed human
rights legislation for gays and lesbians. Bonnici's
appointment by Pataki was entirely political and
was particularly controversial for a board of trustees
member. Since his appointment Rev. Bonnici has
missed 17 of 29 Board of Trustees Meetings.

Appoin te d
by
Governor Pataki in
1999 Schmidt's tenure was supposed
to end this year.
However, Governor
Pataki re-appointed
PHILIP A. BERRY
Schmidt on June
22nd for another
Berry was apseven year term.
pointed by Governor
Schmidt is currently
George Pataki in
the Chairman of the Board of Directors for the failed June of 2006. His
Edison Schools: a company dedicated to the model experience is largely
of for-profit private education. He is also the former in corporate human
President of Yale University where according to the resources and he
PSC Clarion "he resigned under fire" after threats has served as Vice
to dissolve departments and cut faculty positions by President of Human
11 % resulted in uproar from the faculty and staff. In Resources for the
a PBS frontline interview Schmidt defended his free European Division
market philosophy by saying that "I think the oppo- of Colgate Palmolive.
sition is also philosophical .... I think the people in
education -- not all, by any means -- tend to be people WELLINGTON Z. CHEN
who have very little experience with private markets.
Chen was appointThey believe that politics and planning produces bet- ed by Governor
ter outcomes than more of a market situation where Pataki in 2000. His
people are free to make choices:'
background is in
Chairman Schmidt can be reached at: bschmidt@ architecture, urban
edisonschools.com
development and
planning.
Chen
REVEREND BONNICI
is the senior vice
Appointed
By
president at the
Governor Pataki in
TDC Development
February of 2002.
Corporation but has
As Pastor of St.
no academic experience. Chen is Chair of the Board's
Philip Neri Church
Standing Committee on Academic Policy, Program,
in The Bronx and
and Research.
Chairman of the
KENNETH COOK
Board of Directors
for the Family Life/
Cook was appointed by Governor George Pataki in
Respect Life Office
1997. Cook was a high school teacher in Brooklyn for
of the archdiocese
25 years but has no experience of the working condiPage 8
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(an independence considered desirable for most
university boards.)"
The report later goes on to conclude that: ''.As
noted above, several members of the CUNY Board
of Trustees work for the city of New York. Some
observers believe that elected officials (especially
the mayor) have used their influence to undermine
the traditional independence of the board.
This perception was reinforced by the board's
decision, consistent with a proposal of the mayor,
to exclude students in need of remedial work from
the senior colleges; all of the mayor's appointees
supported the proposal:'
In addition to this there are few significant
requirements for board members above and beyond
the patronage of the mayor or the governor. Of the
_fifteen appointed members of the board, not one
has a Ph.D., many have only B.A.s or M.B.A.s. and
very few have any real experience in academia
beyond administration.
How these appointees, then, are supposed to
represent and protect the interests of the students,
faculty, and staff of the university is a question
worth asking.
As we begin a new academic year, The GC
Advocate thought it might be good to introduce old
and new students of the Graduate Center to their
Board of Trustees. Students interested in express1
ing their concerns are encouraged to contact memJ
bers directly.
-.
- .
----tions in higher education. Despite the
fact that appointments are not to
exceed seven years,
Cook is still on the
Board of Trustees.
According to the
Rand report this is
a common problem
of the CUNY Board
of Trustees.
"In practice, some CUNY trustees have continued to serve long after their terms officially ended,
because the elected officials in charge of appointments failed to appoint replacements. A few years
ago, the terms of more than half of the serving trustees were beyond their expiration dates:'

----

PRITA DIMARTINO

A former Reagan
and Bush government
appointee,
Ms. DiMartino was
appointed to the
Board of Trustees by
Mayor Bloomberg
in 2003. In addition
to her work for the
Reagan and Bush
administrations she
is a former congressional lobbyist for the AT&T
Corporation. DiMartino has no academic experience
and is Vice Chair of the Board's Standing Committee
on Faculty, Staff, and Administration, and holds membership on the Standing Committee on Academic
Policy, Program, and Research.
RANDY M. MASTRO

Mr. Mastro was appointed by Mayor Guiliani in
1999. Mastro is a criminal lawyer with close personal ties with former mayor Guiliani. According

Aclassic example of the conflict of interest cited by the Rand report, Robles-Roman was sworn in as Deputy
y

Deputy Mayor Robles-Roman sits on the Board's Standing Committee on Fiscal Affairs.

. . .AND· WHY SHOULD YOU CARE?
to the PSC Clarion,
Mr. Mastro "headed
Giuliani's task force
on bilingual education, and criticized it
for failing to recommend ending bilingual ed altogether.
Mastro also headed
Giuliani's 1999 char- v
ter revision commission, whose proposals included requiring a 2/3
'supermajority' before the City Council could pass
any tax increase. He backed Alan Hevesi for mayor
in 2001, and after 9/11 was a higly visible proponent
of extending Giuliani's term:• He chairs the CUNY
Trustees' Facilities Committee. Mastro introduced
the motion that the BoT adopted in October 2001,
endorsing Chancellor Goldstein's criticism of an antiwar teach-in earlier that month at CCNY:'
Members of the Board of Trustees react to a speaker at a December 2005 meeting.
FREIDA D. FOSTER-TOLBERT

Foster-Tolbert
was appointed by
Governor Pataki in
2006. She was formerly the Com-munity
Service Coordinator
at
Borough
of
Manhattan
Community College and is
one of the few board
members who actually had previous experience working within CUNY.
VALERIE LANCASTER BEAL

Beal was appointed "
by Governor Pataki
in 2002. Her experience is largely as an
investment banker,
however, to her credit
Beal has worked with
BMCC's COPE program, which helps
welfare receipients
attend college.
KATHLEEN M. PESILE

Ms. Pesile was
appointed
by
Governor George
Pataki in 1998. Pesile
is an investment
advisor and former
Vice President of JP
Morgan from 1986 to
1993. To her credit,
Ms. Pesile does have
first hand knowledge
of working as an adjunct lectrurer at CUNY.
JOSEPH J. LHOTA

Mr. Lhota was
appointed by Mayor
Giuliani in 2001. He
is Vice President of
Cablevision Systems
Corporation
and
former finance commissioner to Mayor
Guiliani. Mr. Lhota's
wife is a former
Guiliani fundraiser

and according to the PSC Clarion "she [was] head of
NYC Public/Private Initiatives (PPI), which operates
out of the mayor's Office of Operations to raise private money for public projects such as the "Schmidt
Commission" on the future of CUNY or the restoration of City Hall.
HUGO M. MORALES

Mr.
Morales
was appointed by
Gove nor Geor e
Pataki in 2002. Mr.
Morales is a psychiatrist and Hispanic
activist. Mr. Morales
academic experience is limited to his
membership on the
Blue Ribbon Panel
of the New York City Board of Education in 1987. He
is the Vice Chair of the Board's Standing Committee
on Academic Policy, Program, and Research.
CAROL ROBLES-ROMAN

Ms. Robles-Roman
was appointed by
Mayor Bloomberg in
2002. Her appointment is a classic
example of the conflict of interest cited
by the Rand report '
(see above). She was
sworn in as Deputy
Mayor of Legal
Affairs to the Bloomberg administration in the. same
year that she was appointed to the BoT. Deputy
Mayor Robles-Roman holds membership on the
Board's Standing Committee on Fiscal Affairs.
MARKV.SHAW

Mr. Shaw was
appointed by Mayor
Bloomberg in 2002.
Another
classic
example of administrative nepotism,
Mr. Shaw was former Deputy Mayor
for Operations to
Mayor Bloomberg
and
Executive

Director and Chief Executive Officer for the
Metropolitan Transportation Authority.
JEFFREY WIESEN FELD

A member of the
foreign counterintelligence division
of the FBI for four
years, Wiesenfeld
is the board mem-

was appointed by
Governor Pataki in
1999.
That same year Wiesenfeld was appointed the
New York City Regional Director of the Empire State
Development Corporation. He left in 2000. He was
then appointed to the United Nations Development
Corporation, a position which he still holds today.
The Clarion newspaper of the PSC, an organization that Wiesenfeld has denounced publicly at BoT
meetings has reported that Wiesenfeld had "labeled
an October 2001 anti-war teach-in at CCNY as 'seditious; claiming it 'enticed radicals to come and spew
forth their venom toward the United States:"
Wiesenfeld has also used the race card and the terrorist card to lash out at the PSC saying publicly at
the June 2005, BoT meeting:
"That the PCS acts to defend the academic
freedom of those who engage in terrorist and
criminal acts yet remains silent in the face of
a black list against those who are guilty only
of being Israeli academics, read that Jews, is
revealing. The current PCS leaders have hijacked
the union to promote their own narrow political agenda, one that involves the unprincipled
defense of ideological mates and no others.
"When your union speaks loudly in the
defense of academic freedom for those who engage
in terrorist and criminal acts, yet says nothing
when innocent Israeli academics are blacklisted,
it is time for your voice to object. It is shameful
and I agree that the PSC with its self-professed
devotion to solidarity did not join the mainstream
academic community in countering an egregious
attack on free discourse and academic freedom:•
Wiesenfeld's seven year tenure is up this year. We
can only hope that his leave will be timelier than his
colleagues' have been.
September 2006
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A CUNY--GC Faculty 2006 Bo-okshelf
Note: An asterisk denotes CUNY GC affiliation.
ANTHROPOLOGY, PSYCHOLOGY Setha Low* and Neil Smith,* editors. The Politics of
Public Space (Routledge, 2006).

It's About: This revised edition (with additional poems) is the single most comprehensive
critical edition of Breton's poems available in English.

Maria R. Haberfeld*. Police Leadership (Prentice Hall Publishing
Company, 2006).

CRIMINALJUSTICE

It's About: The consequences of how the disappearance of public space as increased
privatization through private/public partnerships changes public environments into centers of commerce and consumption, and even surveillance.

Amy Schulz and Leith Mullings,• editors.
Gender, Race, Class and Health: Intersectional Approaches (Jossey-Bass/John
Wiley & Sons, 2006).

ANTHROPOLOGY, URBAN EDUCATION

It's About: Explores leadership theories through the real life experiences of well-known
police chiefs.

Karen J. Terry•. Sexual Offenses and Offenders: Theory, Practice
and Policy (Wadsworth, 2006).

CRIMINAL JUSTICE

It's About: Examines the causes and treatment of sexual offenses and the policy implications of research outcomes; it also provides information on the investigation and prosecution of sexual offenders.

It's About: Relationships between economic structures, race, culture, and gender, and
their combined influence on health.

Katherine Manthorne and Mark Mitchell. Luminis Horizons: The Art
and Collection ofJames A. Suydam (George Braziller, 2006).

ART HISTORY

CRIMINAL JUSTICE, PHILOSOPHY

It's About: The book accompanies an exhibition of the same name.

Lisa Vergara & Amy Golahny and Mia Mochizuki, eds. In his
Milieu: Essays on Netherlandish Art in memory ofJ.M. Montias (Amsterdam:
University of Amsterdam Press, 2006).
BIOLOGY Steve Clemants* and Carol Gracie. Wildflowers in the Field and Forest:
A Field Guide to the Northeastern United States (Oxford University Press,
2006).

It's About: Gathers contributions from prominent scholars on the philosophy of punishment to ethical appraisals of incarceration, professional responsibilities of prison personnel, and formative work in restorative justice.

ART HISTORY

It's About: Providing detailed imagery and information about wildflowers, comprehensively.

John Kleinig* and James Levine eds. Jury Ethics:
Juror Conduct and Jury Dynamics (Paradigm Publishers, 2006).

CRIMINAL JUSTICE, PHILOSOPHY

It's About: How juries actually function, bringing out a number of ethical questions
surrounding juror conduct and jury dynamics: Do citizens have a duty to serve as
jurors? Might they seek exemptions? Is it acceptable for jurors to engage in after-hours
research?

Daniel Habib*. Dinosaur Manual (Copley
Custom Textbooks, Imprint of XanEdu Custom Publishing, 2006).

EARTH AND ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCES

Friedrich Ladich, Shaun Collin, Peter Moller,• editors.
Communication in Fishes, 2 volumes (Science Publishers,
2006).

BIOLOGY, PSYCHOLOGY

It's About: How fishes use hearing and vision, as well as the
vibrational, electric, and chemical modalities in their interactions
with one another.

Allen I. Kraut,• editor. Getting Action from
Organizational Surveys: New Concepts, Technologies,
and Application (Pfeiffer and John Wiley, 2006).

BUSINESS

HARRIET ZANZIBAR

Peter Gutmann•. Common Confusions in Macroeconomics
(Authur House Publishing Company, 2006).

BUSINESS, ECONOMICS

It's About: A number of macroeconomic subjects that are so often unclear in public
discussion of policy, in the press, and in economics textbooks.

Robert A. Schwartz,• John Aidan Byrne, Antoinette
Colaninno, editors. Electronic vs. Floor Based Trading (Springer, 2006; Zicklin
School of Business Financial Markets Conference Series)

BUSINESS, ECONOMICS

It's About: The sequence of securities markets conferences at Baruch are recorded in this
popular series.

Robert A. Schwartz,• Reta Francioni, Bruce Weber, editors.
The Equity Trader Course (John Wiley & Sons, 2006).

BUSINESS, ECONOMICS

It's About: Walks readers through the dynamics of this market and the mechanics of trading -from entering a trade to following the market and profitably exiting a position.

Ira Blei and George Odian*. General, Organic, and Biochemistry;
Organic and Biochemistry; Introduction to General chemistry (W.H. Freeman
Co., 2006; 2nd editions)

CHEMISTRY

It's About: Clear explanations, problem-solving support, pedagogy, and applications
coverage, adding new features and content to make the text more accessible, effective,
and relevant to its student audience.

Mary Ann Caws• and Jean-Pierre Cauvin, editors and
co-translators. Poems of Andre Breton: A Bilingual Anthology (Black Widow
Press, 2006; revised edition)

COMPARATIVE LITERATURE

It's About: Supplement to the author's lectures In the dinosaur
course he has given at Queens College for the last ten years.

Annotated
Bibliography

It's About: State-of-the-art ideas and guidance from top experts
in the field on how to get action from organizational surveys.

John Kleinig,• editor. Correctional Ethics (Ashgate,

2006).

EARTH AND ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCES
Juliana Maantay• and
John Ziegler. GIS for the Urban Environment (Environmental
Systems Research Institute (ESRI) Press, 2006).

It's About: Introduction to urban planning applications and problem
solving with the Geographic Information System (GIS).
ENGLISH
Wayne Koestenbaum*. Best-Selling Jewish Porn
Films: New Poems (Turtle Point Press, 2006).

It's About: Dennis Cooper said of this collection: 'These latest poems reach swoony,
unforeseen heights of mental raucousness and worshipful style:

Steven F. Kruger*. The Spectral Jew: Conversion and Embodiment in
Medieval Europe (University of Minnesota Press, 2006).

ENGLISH

It's About: The interdependence of medieval Jewish and Christian identities.

Ammie! Alcalay•. from the warring factions
(Beyond Baroque Boolc:s, 2006; 2nd printing)

ENGLISH AND COMPARATIVE LITERATURE

It's About: A book-length poem in five parts dedicated to the Bosnian town of Srebrenica
where some 7,000 Bosnian Muslim men and boys were massacred in 1995.

Sondra Perl•. Writing True: The Art and Craft of
Creative Nonfiction (Houghton-Mifflin, 2006).

ENGLISH, URBAN EDUCATION

It's About: How to write informative and engaging nonfiction that emphasizes voice and
creativity and incorporates observation, research, memory, and point of view, and shows
how to be true to capturing the real world with integrity and creativity.

Carol Berkin*. Revolutionary Mothers: Women in the Struggle for
America's Independence (Alfred A. Knopf, 2005; paperback, 2006).

HISTORY

It's About: How women were most active at home, organizing boycotts of British goods,
raising funds for the fledgling nation, and managing the family business while struggling
to maintain a modicum of normalcy as husbands, brothers, and fathers died.

Peter J. Hoffman• and Thomas G. Weiss•. Sword & Salve:
Confronting New Wars and Humanitarian Crises (Rowman & Littlefield,
2006).

INTERNATIONAL STUDIES

It's About: The international humanitarian system from its inception in the 1860s through
the challenges of "new wars· and non-state actors, including
those of recent U.S. military action in Afghanistan and Iraq.
ITALIAN Hermann W. Haller*. Tra Napoli e New York.
Le macchiette italo-americane di Eduardo Migliaccio
(Bulzoni, 2006).

It's About: The life of Italian immigrants in New York as they
searched for a fresh identity in their new world in the first half
of the twentieth century.

Marcel den Dikken*. Relators and Linkers:
The Syntax of Predication, Predication Inversion, and
Copulas (MIT Press, 2006).
LINGUISTICS

It's About: A syntax of predication and the inversion of the
predicate around its subject, emphasizing meaningless elements (elements with no semantic load) that play an essential
role in the establishment and syntactic manipulation of predication relationships.

Linda Keen* with N. Lakic. Conformal
Geometry in the small (Cambridge Univ. Press, 2006).
PHILOSOPHY Michael Devitt*. Ignorance of Language
(Oxford University Press, 2006).
MATHEMATICS

It's About: Is the Chomsk1an revolution In linguistics right
about the mind? What is linguistics about? What role should
linguistic intuitions play In constructing grammars? What is
innate about language?

Michael Devitt* and Richard Hanley.
The Blackwell Guide to the Philosophy of Language

PHILOSOPHY

Continued page 15
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The Relevance of Noam Chomsky's 9-11
KIMORA

Anyone who studies linguistics or foreign policy is familiar with the numerous works by Noam Chomsky, one
of the most famous (and notorious)
intellectuals of this century. Peace and
social activists all over the world celebrate his efforts for greater democracy.
However, critics of Chomsky's writings
contend, as David Horowitz does, in
his article, "The sick mind of Noam
Chomsky:' that "For forty years, Noam
Chomsky has turned out book after
book, pamphlet after pamphlet and
speech after speech with one message,
and one message alone: America is the
Great Satan; it is the fount of evil in
the world:' You will have to form your
own conclusions about Chomsky and
his writing when you read Chomsky's
9-11.
It cannot be denied that Chomsky's
latest book is has done well in the
publishing world. It won the 2002
Firecracker Book Award, spent seven
weeks on the New York Times Extended
Bestseller List and on a number of others including: Toronto Globe and Mail
(#1). Village Voice (#1), Boston Globe
(#2), Book Sense (#2), Washington
Post (#3), Los Angeles Times (#3), San
Francisco Chronicle (#4), Publishers
Weekly (#6), and Amazon.com (#24,
#1 eBook). It has been translated into
23 foreign languages, and published
worldwide in 26 countries.
If you want to read a book that can
give you some understanding of the
events of Sept. 11, then this is your
text. The book is based on a set of
interviews conducted with Chomsky
by a variety of interviewers during the
first month following the attacks on the
World Trade Center and the Pentagon
on Sept. 11, 2001. The interviews were
conducted largely via e-mail, many with
foreign journalists who speak and write
English as a second language. Chomsky
wrote to his editor, "These facts have
been completely removed from history.
One has to practically scream them
from the rooftops:'
This wasn't the first time that
Chomsky was irritated that the truth
has been "swept under the rug" so
that the public is not given the facts
regarding foreign policy. In his book
Manufacturing Consent: the Political
Economy of Mass Media, Chomsky
quotes Jacques Ellul, the philosopher
who scrutinized technological development:
"The propagandist naturally cannot
reveal the true intentions of the principal for whom he acts .... That would
be to submit the projects to public
discussion, to the scrutiny of public
opinion, and thus to prevent their success ... Propaganda must serve instead
as a veil for such projects, masking true
intention"
Chomsky explains this propaganda
model in Manufacturing Consent when
he says
"A propaganda model has a certain initial plausibility on guided
free market assumptions that are
not particularly controversial.
In essence, the private media are
major corporations selling a prod-

numerous examples of past atrocities
in the world in the name of revenge.
Finally, Chomsky states that if the goal
is to reduce the possibility of further
• 9-11
atrocities
(like the events on Sept.
• Noam Chomsky
11, 2001) then we must follow law• Open Media (October 2001)
ful procedure, presenting the evidence
and letting independent world bodies
tection" to ensure that the public will
direct the appropriate response.
"know when an individual or organizaIt is imperative that we find the truth
tion is in effect an agent of a foreign behind the events of Sept. 11, 2001, so
state" and to protect the public "against that we never suffer another catastrodeception in the marketplace of ideas.
phe that instills such fear and suffer"Ideas should compete openly and ing in people around the world. We
honestly;' but "with full information must agree that seeking the truth is
available about the motives of those the goal. Chomsky goes deeper and
who would sway the body politic;' insists that when we search for that
information that must be provided by reality that we not hide the truth for
the state authorities. The state, then, the benefit of the elite. The moment
must register what is true and iden- we forget that all of us are brothers and
tify those who deny official truth as sisters, we fall victim to the basic tenet
subversive if not foreign agents, expos- of psychopathy: "I am going to get you
ing their hidden motives and deceitful before you get me:' Although Chomsky
practice, and letting the public "know never addresses mental illness in his
when an individual or organization is provocative book 9-11, he alludes to
in effect an agent of a foreign state:' In the need to ".. .intensify their efforts
this way, it can guard against "subver- to inquire into the background factors
sion of the democratic process:'.
that lie behind these and other crimes
In 9-11, Chomsky argues for an and devote themselves with even more
international rule of law that fosters energy to the just causes to which they
credence. Chomsky states that we must have already been committed:'
respect the United Nations and the
Chomsky's 9-11 is a relevant book in
World Court to ensure that we react the midst of world chaos and impendrationally, not violently, to the events ing apathy.
of Sept. 11. He emphasizes that we can- Professor Kimora is an Assistant Adjunct
not continue more acts of violence; that Professor at John Jay College of Criminal
violence begets more violence. He cites Justice, NYC.
L

Book Review

uct (readers and audiences) to
other businesses (advertisers). The
national media typically target and
serve elite opinion, groups that, on
the other hand, provide an optimal "profile" for advertising purposes, and on the other, play a
role in decision-making in the private and public spheres.
"The national media would be
failing to meet their elite audience's
needs if they did not present a tolerably realistic portrayal of the world.
But their "societal purpose" also
requires that the media's interpretation of the world reflect the interests and concerns of the sellers, the
buyers, and the governmental and
private institutions dominated by
these groups:'
What we need to question is what the
media's goal is in hiding any facts from
us regarding the events of Sept. 11. It is
implied by Chomsky's comments that
conformity to the needs and interests
of the privileged sectors in society is
essential to the media's success. Those
elitist values and perspectives do not
foster a free and open discussion about
the truth. It is this author's contention
that Chomsky impresses upon us the
need to find that truth. After five years,
we still don't know the answers to the
fundamental questions that Chomsky
poses in his interviews in 9-11:
1) Who is responsible?
2) What are the reasons?
3) What is the proper reaction?
4) What are the long-term consequences?
Chomsky encourages us not to live
in a world of "comforting illusion:' He
states that we need to look at recent
history, at the institutional structures
that remain essentially unchanged, at
the plans that are being announcedand answer the questions accordingly.
He laments: "I know of no reason to
suppose that there has been a sudden
change in long-standing motivations or
policy goals, apart from tactical adjustments to changing circumstances:•
In his book Necessary Illusions:
Thought Control in Democratic
Societies, Chomsky elaborates on the
need for eradicating this "comforting
illusion" by encouraging people to have
honest discussions about domestic and
foreign policies that influence all of us:
The state must become directly
engaged in a form of "consumer pro-
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ANTON BORST

Since at least as far back as John
Keats, who had produced his odes
for the ages by the time tuberculosis
took him at 22, it has been tempting
to find a special kind of genius and
energy in works by artists who died
in their twenties. In such cases, a
brief life suggests a life more fully
lived and realized in art, not one cut
short of its potential. Furthermore, an
early demise freeze-frames the artist
at their apex, when the qualities we
tend to link to youth are presumably
most alive-originality, radicalism,
idealism-preventing the decline into
conservativism to which longer-lived
artists may succumb. Nowhere does
this ideal of burnt out youth more persist in overshadowing the faded glory
of experience than in rock music. The
myth serves well an industry whose
target market is the young-an unfortunate fact for serious music lovers,
given that the industry tends to equate
youth with superficiality, empty novelty, self-absorption, formula, materialism, and over-production (at least
if its product is any indication). And
while of course it's easy enough to find
much fine independently made music,
this affords no protection from radios,
TVs, pop-up windows, and magazine
covers that constantly intrude unwan- "Rather Ripped" feels like the culmination of Sonic Youth's long, steady, and prolific career.
ted sensations on our daily lives.
Fortunately, several releases this
summer suggest that the myth connecting rock and move I I hope it's not too late / For me I Its too good
youth may itself be past its prime. Even without con- I On this sea / Where the light / Is green:·
sidering Johnny Cash's American V and Bob Dylan's
Movement indeed defines "Rather Ripped;' and
Modern Times (both extraordinary), the two new it is the music not the words that most powerfully
• "Rather Ripped" by Sonic Youth (Geffen)
albums by Sonic Youth and Mission of Burma-indie communicates it. The songs here are clipped much
• "The Obliterati" by Mission of Burma
rock veterans with well over two decades of expe- shorter than usual, but nothing fans have grown to
(Matador)
rience each-would be more than enough to deal a love is lost. The dissonance of screwdrivers raked
mortal blow to such a cliche.
across
fretboards, the long driving riffs, pounding rhythm section, the tape loops. Somehow,
Hailed as their most accessible record to date,
the anthemic buildups, the weird though, "The Obliterati" brings all of these elements
"Rather Ripped" finds Sonic
tunings, the trippy jams-they to a pitch of intensity greater than on any of their preYouth embracing as
are all here, but expertly com- vious albums. In terms of sheer force, the chugging
much as transcenpressed into three to five minu- guitar and bass charge on tracks like "Spider's Web"
ding a pop sensibite gems that achieve as much puts all the newest hard-rock, punk, metal, industrility (yes, perhaps the
intensity as the ten minute al, post-punk, and emo to utter and unredeemable
very same sensibility I
sprawling soundscapes of pre- shame.
deride above). "What
vious albums. Drawing from
Like the music, the lyrics return to the themes of
a Waste" suggests filth
across the wide-range of a their first releases, namely the alienation and discan liberate, as Kim
musical vocabulary deve- illusionment of early "hits" (I use this word in its
Gordon demands, "Hey
loped since the early 80s, most relative sense) like "That's When I Reach for
gimme hollow stimula"Rather Ripped" feels like My Revolver:• But how can men far into middle
tion / It's so sleazy to
the culmination of Sonic age return to the angst of youth with any sincerity?
be free" -a demand that
Youth's long, steady, and Easily enough, given the many disenchantments that
would fall as pure irony
prolific career. Not only accompany age, a return to the music industry, and
if not for the unstopphave they sustained as a the state of contemporary politics. A sense of persoable beat and ebullient
respectable rock band nal dissolution haunts many tracks, though they are
guitar melody carrying it.
despite entering their often charged with a manic humor and a sometimes
Explosive loves and open
50s, they have continued genu- self-flagellating demand for action. On "2wice;' for
roads pervade the album,
inely to evolve.
instance, after begging the listener not to "make the
which is propelled by bursts
of
guitar
As have Mission of Burma, another avant-garde same mistake twice" in a world of "Jet planes that fall
noise and drone that transform the lyrics' occasional band with pop inclinations and a tremendous influ- out of black skies / and vanish without trace;' Conley
menace and melancholy into something faceable if ence on indie rock that began putting out records in confesses, "the heart grows tired. / The mind is weak .
not downright enjoyable. On "Incinerate;' Thurston the early 80s. Unlike Sonic Youth, however, Burma .. We're damaged without trace. / You've got me dead
Moore proclaims a love that is violent, inspiring, broke up in 1983 after only one full-length album, to rights / I'm a liar:' The last two lines become a dooand perhaps even inspired by violence, although an EP, and a couple of singles. "The Obliterati;' their med refrain until a slight qualification at the end offers
softened by a humor that appears frequently: "You latest album, and their second since reforming in a brief gesture toward hope: "You've got me dead to
wave your torch into my eyes / Flamethrower lover 2002, proves that their agro-artsy post-punk abilities certain rights;' sings Conley. If the album's title refers
burning mind:' With equal neo-Beat earnestness he anything but atrophied during their long hiatus. The to a destructively oblivious elite (or middle-class), its
asks in a later song, "Do you believe in rapture babe?;' opening track "2wice"explodes into life with the ham- many anthemic calls to consciousness and action are
evoking both ecstasy and fundamentalist notions of mered drumming of Peter Prescott, quickly joined intensely skeptical, self-aware, hard-earned, and real.
apocalypse over a slow two chord riff that is sweet, by Roger Miller's jagged guitars under Clint Conley's In a time when most pop music is empty of politics
simple, but a touch strange. Perhaps "Jams Run Free;' sneering, "Take a look inside / what did you think and wisdom, "The Obliterati" offers plenty of both,
however, best sums up the album's ability to reflect you'd find?" As with "Rather Ripped;' everything while proving that the benefits of thought and expeand embrace musically the infinite movement of life, Burma fans have grown to love is here: the shimme- rience are far from incompatible with the explosive
transforming looming threats into sources of some- ring walls of sound, the angular post-punk guitars, urgency of rock.
thing other than hopelessness: "I love the way you the anthems, the complex and abrupt changes, the Anton Borst is a student in the English program.
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A New 'Man' for a New Century
FRANK EPISALE

Whether focusing on terrorism (Broadway's recent
The Lieutenant of Inishmore and the Palestinian
film Paradise Lost), politics (Joshua Rosenblum's
Bush is Bad at the Triad Theatre and Tim Robbins'
Embedded), religion (the new documentary Jesus
Camp), or, most often, some combination of the
three, the past couple of years have brought with
them a steadily widening stream of theatrical and
cinematic treatments of fanaticism. This trend shows
no signs of waning: The Culture Project's imminent
Impact Festival includes several works that examine
or respond to ideologically-driven politics and the
venerable political theatre company The Irondale
Ensemble are developing a new project that will
attempt to explore fanaticism from a wide variety of
angles.
None of this is surprising, of course, given the driving events and personalities behind contemporary
politics and news media. The inspiration behind
these works, whether theatrical or cinematic, is clear.
Nevertheless, they raise a number of questions: who

is the intended audience? How blatantly should politically-oriented theatre display its point of view? What
does political theatre hope to achieve? Will anyone
who doesn't already agree with the artist ever come
into contact with the art?
Ami Dayan's new adaptation of Alan Drury's oneact, one-man play The Man Himself is an exploration
of many of these questions and seeks a balance and a
subtlety unusual in treatments of this kind of subject.
While admirable on a number of levels, this subtlety
may also be the source of the play's several failings;
most notably, it brings a patina of complexity to a
portrait that is ultimately as psychologically simplistic as the work of more polemical artists.
First produced in London in 1975, The Man Himself
was adapted by Dayan in what press materials call "a
unique collaboration" between playwright and performer (Dayan also directs.) A third collaborator,
Mark Williams, is noted as "co-adapter" on the program but not on other materials, so it is unclear precisely what his contribution was. This new adaptation
is set in present-day Boulder, Colo., and has been
updated to reflect current trends and controversies.
The Man Himself is, as most long-form mono-

Theater Review
• The Man Himself
• By Alan Drury, adaped by Ami Dayan
• 59£59 Theaters
logues are, a character study. The character in question in this case is Michael, an everyman figure with
a stalled career, a marriage in tatters, and a distinct
lack of imagination. He works as a parts manager in a
warehouse that sells switches and other components
to a Muzak-like background-music company called
Happitunes. Michael mentions again and again that
his coworkers don't like him. He finds their antipathy
baffling since he perceives it to be the result of his
adherence to rules.
At the most stressful points in his story, Michael
lets more and more of himself show, transitioning
into strange tangents that illustrate both his instability
and his troubling ideological tendencies. After revealing that his insistence
Ami Dayan
on following the rules
has led some of his
colleagues to refer to
him as "a little Hitler;'
he transitions almost
without warning into
a rant about an educational policy that
holds intelligent students back by forcing
them to intermingle
with the "stupid"
ones. He refers to the

apartment
as "the rot set[ting]
in." Little by little, he
1 introduces us to his
friend, Richard, who
is apparently a member of an activist (and
possibly violent) religious organization. Michael sympathizes with much of what they believe, but finds
some of their statements "too extreme:' Still, after
saying that Richard gets "carried away;' he adds that
getting carried away is actually admirable in a time
when most people can't bring themselves to care
much about anything.
More chilling, though, are the sympathetic
moments. He laments the changes in his neighborhood, saying simply "I no longer feel at home:' His
search for some kind of cathartic sense of identification is illuminated when he recalls being confirmed
at his mother's church. "This was the moment for
which I had been preparing. And nothing happened.
I expected, I wanted, an event, an experience. But
nothing happened:'
Dayan is an accomplished and confident performer
and he handles the text well. He embodies Michael's
unease and frustration with a series of physical and
vocal choices that would seem like little more than
a collection of tics if a less skilled actor tried to use
them. He avoids the showy, self-indulgent histrionics
prevalent in so many one-person shows and focuses
on the representation and presentation of a character

Feeling Tortured by Writer's Block?
Not Making Progress on your Thesis. Dissertation or Book?

Get the Help you need.
Dr. Rose McAloon 212-663-6211
www.writersblocknyc.com

he clearly finds fascinating.
With one actor, one chair, one pool of light and
a running-time of just under an hour, The Man
Himself is self-consciously minimalist in its current
incarnation. Both the script and reviews from earlier
performances indicate that, when it opened at the
Boulder Fringe Festival last year the staging and the
performance were more overtly theatrical, with props
and signs and some self-referential flourishes that
more clearly established the relationship between
performer and audience.
As he has toured with the monologue, however,
Dayan seems to have pared down his performance
and his staging to their bare essentials, presumably to
focus on the character-study that is at the heart of the
project. In some ways, this move towards minimalism seems a smart one: it does indeed focus attention onto the text and the character. By eliminating
much of the playfulness of the piece, though, Dayan
reframes the The Man Himself as more strictly "realistic;' which draws attention to problematic aspects
of both this text and one-man shows in general.
The most obvious question raised is: who are the
audience? Dayan makes eye contact throughout,
talking directly to us. He is uncomfortable telling us
certain things, uneasy confessing certain impulses,
eager to come across as reasonable and ethical. He
apologizes for using profanity. But who are we? Who
are these people to whom he is talking? How does
the relationship between Michael and his audience
impact the shape of the story he is telling?
More importantly, by framing The Man Himself as
completely realistic rather than as a self-referential
piece that occasionally employs elements of satire
and parody, Dayan forces attention to the fairly
reductive and judgmental impulse that is really at the
root of this text. Drury and Dayan are presenting a
character they see as "pathetic;' and developing his
fanaticism. While there is undoubtedly a kernel of
truth in this formulation, there is nothing new in it,
and suggests the kind of arrogance that artists and
intellectuals are so often accused of by people like
Michael. The fact that the show masquerades as having a more balanced and sympathetic point of view
reads as a kind of duplicity: "sympathy" masking
condescension.
While publicity materials for The Man Himself call
it "horrifically comic" it is, more often, moderately
interesting. The writing, the acting, and the direction are all competent, but rarely more than that
- and, in a theatre scene as crowded as New York's,
"competence" is soon forgotten. The show closes
with a highly dramatic gesture from Dayan's Michael,
intended to signify the strengthening of his resolve
and, presumably, to make the audience fear what
might happen next. Instead, we are left remembering
Michael's disappointing experience of his religious
coming-of-age. We wanted an event, an experience.
But nothing happened.
The Man Himself is showing now through October
1st at 59£59 Theaters. Showtimes are Tuesday
through Fridays at 8:30pm, Saturday at 2:30pm and
8:30pm and Sunday at 3:30pm and 7:30pm. Tickets
are $25 and can be ordered online at ticketcentral.
com or by phone at (212) 279-4200. The running time
is approximately 55 minutes.
Frank Episa/e is a student in the theater program.
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rage
TIM KRAUSE

!

i

On 29 August 2005, the storm-surge caused by
Hurricane Katrina breached the levees of the city of
New Orleans, flooding nearly eighty percent of the
• When the Levees Broke: A Requien in Four Acts
city with the waters from nearby Lake Pontchartrain.
• Directed by Spike Lee
The resulting crisis was unprecedented in United
States history: nearly 2,000 killed, billions of dollars
in damages, nearly eighty percent of the city's resi- eloquent, ironic, focused anger provides an excellent
dents displaced. The impact of the storm was dispro- counterpoint to other parts of the show-some are
portionately felt by New Orleans' African-American quite less good, such as rapper-producer Kanye West,
community, many of whom were unable, for eco- who explains the reasoning (there isn't much) behind
nomic reasons, to flee the storm's path. Images and his rather silly, wholly inaccurate comment "George
moments from the storm have entered deeply into Bush doesn't care about black people;' which caused
our national consciousness, forming a sad chapter in such a stir year. (Bush doesn't seem to care about any
American folklore and myth-the battered, haggard people: why polarize and obfuscate? And what about
survivors herded into the New Orleans Superdome; Condi? Don't quit your day job, Ye.)
But by far the most valuable, most interesting,
bodies floating in the water, some bloated nearly
beyond recognition; President George W. Bush's most human interviews come from the people of
imperial flyover, his impassive gaze (what was he New Orleans, the citizens and everyday folk who
thinking?) from the window of Air Force One, and, were swept up in events that were quite beyond their
a few days later, his fatuous praise of the Federal power. Any list of the highlights of these interviews
Emergency Management Agency's director, Michael would be necessarily incomplete, so rich and so
L. Brown, for the latter's handling of the disas- powerful are the stories, but here are some: musiter: "You're doing a heckuva job, Brownie" -these cian Terence Blanchard and his mother, Wilhelmina,
moments, along with countless others, have now returning to their destroyed home, Wilhelmina weepbecome etched, indelibly, into history. The voices of ing while Terence promises her "These are things that
the victims, however, have been largely silent-save can be rebuilt"; Will Chittenden, a cook who helped
for a few, scattered appearances, such as an ongoing rescue the lost and the trapped immediately after
series of interviews conducted on National Public the storm, and who clearly bears deep scars from his
Radio-passed over by a sensationalist media ever experiences (he lists the medications he's currently
hungry for new stories, new tragedies, new victims, taking, and his haunted eyes and scared, hesitant
gestures betray his trauma: he looks for all the world
and new villains.
All this has changed forever with the airing on like a young American GI just returned from Iraq or
HBO of director Spike Lee's four-hour documentary Afghanistan); Herbert Freeman, Jr., who was forced
When the Levees Broke: A Requiem in Four
Acts. Finally the tragedy of Katrina has It' b th h
f I d
been revealed in both its vast scope and its
S O Ope U an

Film Review

intimate detail. Divided into four parts- somewhat puzzling,
the first two devoted to the storm and
its immediate aftermath, the second two
devoted to the months after, to the diaspora when the news media
and faltering attempts at reconstructionLee's film puts at last a human face on the slides toward becoming
storm, allowing the citizens of New Orleans
to speak movingly and at length about the mere entertainment,
events that wrecked their city and altered
their lives. Many of the major players are that media outlets that
here, such as mercurial, chameleon-like
Mayor Ray Nagin, whose impassioned cries were once solely devoted
for help in the days after the storm were so
shocking, so bracingly unlike a politician, tO enter.tainment are
that he gained immediate and unimpeachable credibility, but whose subsequent han- providing some of the
dling of the city's rebuilding have been so
mired in politics (such as his unfortunate best public debate·
"Chocolate City" comment, which left him
open, unfairly, to charges of racism, or his disastrous to leave his dead mother, Ethel, to sit for days outlabeling of Ground Zero in New York as "A hole in the side the Superdome, covered only by a plastic tarp,
ground;' which fairly revealed him as a callow idiot); clutching in her dead hand a piece of paper bearing,
or Louisiana Governor Kathleen Blanco, whose dith- humbly, her name and address; radio announcer
ering over the commitment of the National Guard- Garland Robinette, who breaks down during his
she reportedly wanted "twenty-four hours" (!) to interview, saying, understatedly, 'Tm sorry. It's been
make the decision-wasted valuable time in saving a tough couple of months:'; and many more. The
lives. (She has since signed a near-total ban on abor- best interviewee, however, is easily Phyllis Montana
tions in the state, to go into effect immediately should Leblanc, who literally jumps off the screen with her
the Supreme Court strike down Roe vs. Wade, the intense, coiled energy, which sometimes boils over
unborn presumably more worth "saving" than the into obscenity-laced flights of poetic rage-as in her
living.) These and other politicians' interviews are offer to Barbara Bush (who notoriously claimed that,
interwoven seamlessly into a tale of the days, weeks, since most of the displaced residents were black and
and months following the storm, providing, for the poor, their unasked-for exile in such commodious
first time, a narrative of cause and effect, a story accommodations as the Houston Astrodome was
of what happened and what failed to happen, after "working very well for them") to debate politics over
Katrina hit. There are also many media talking heads the phone: "Tell her to call me and say that shit:' -and
who weigh in on the event. Some are quite good- which makes her the most animated, funny, and
such as University of Pennsylvania professor Michael memorable person in the four-hour broadcast. At the
Eric Dyson, author of Come Hell or High Water: end of the show, stories like hers will have compelled
Hurricane Katrina and the Color of Disaster, whose your empathy-armchair empathy straight from the
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heart of New York, to be sure-and, hopefully, shaken
you and made you think.
It's both hopeful and somewhat puzzling, in these
times when the news media increasingly slides toward
becoming mere entertainment-when, as I type this,
reports of digitally-retouched photographs of newlyminted CBS Evening News anchor Katie Courie
careen around the Internet (Oooo! How much does
she really weigh?), and when a NY Times report in
2005 found evidence of the Bush Administration's
having federally funded a number of local news
spots, some produced by the Department of Defense,
that were favorable to Bush (one featured grinning
Iraqi citizens who, apparently, were happy that we'd
unleashed a biblical rain of fire and brimstone-not
to mention sectarian genocide, that touching cornerstone of the Old Testament-on their nation:
thanks America!)-that media outlets that were once
solely devoted to entertainment are stepping into
the breach, as it were, and providing the American
public with some of the best public debate on pressing national issues. (Pace John Stewart and Stephen
Colbert: a nightly hour-long catharsis for pissed-off
twentysomethings [for once, I agree with Christopher
Hitchens] does not constitute public debate, no matter how funny your National Press Club Roast was.
After you've made your audience laugh, why don't
you stop to make them think?) One of the voices of
When the Levees Broke is actor Wendell Pierce, a
New Orleans native who also stars on HBO's gripping, Balzacian-Dickensian crime drama The Wire
as Detective William "Bunk" Moreland-The Wire
being one of the only direct, frank public discussions
of race, class, housing and gentrification, inner-city

violence, and the drug war in America today, leagues
ahead of the sanitized nostrums and toxic platitudes
spewed out by the tons by our elected officials: and it's
"only" a TV show! What's happening here? We might
decry the apparent erosion of our public sphere,
or champion the growth of the new media-such
as Internet biogs like DailyKos, which, despite the
sometimes (ahem) rabid posturing of its thousands
of posters, provides a much-needed forum for debate,
and whose repeated smackdowns of Joe Lieberman
during this summer's Connecticut primaries were
certainly fun to watch, and oh-so-well-deserved by
that soi-disant Democratic Quisling-who, imperfectly, are shouldering the burden left by the older
media, or we might do neither: the truth is, as always,
likely somewhere in the middle. I, for one, am glad for
Spike Lee's documentary: it's his best work yet, and a
fitting tribute to the resilience and spirit of the city
and the people of New Orleans.
Tim Krause is a student in the Enlish program.

Visit the DSC online at our new website: http://cunydsc.org

DOCTORAL STUDENTS COUNCIL

NE\1\/S TO USE FROM THE DSC
IF YOU'RE A NEW STUDENT,
WELCOME TO THE GRADUATE
CENTER!

If you're a returning student, welcome back!
The Doctoral Students' Council
(DSC) is a group of student representatives from all academic programs
chosen by elections that are held
each spring. There are also at-large
reps elected by the student body as a
whole. The DSC exists to serve student
needs and represent student interests
before the GC administration. For lots
more information about the DSC, the
benefits and services it offers to students, and how you can become more
involved, visit our swanky new website at our distinctive new URL, www.
cunydsc.org. While you're there, check
out the DSC bulletin board, the online
location of choice for members of the
GC community to discuss hot-button
campus issues like funding and healthcare, as well as to find classified ads
for jobs, housing, and more. And that's
just th~ beginning. Anyone can register
and start posting. We hope to see you
there!
GAMEROOM

Some of you may remember the
short-lived bar that opened and closed
its doors at the GC last academic year.
In response to the failure of the bar, the
DSC Community Building Committee
has been formed. The committee's goal
is to turn 5409, also known as the

Robert E. Gilleece Student Center, into
a part-time lounge and game room.
We need suggestions as to how best
to use this space so that students feel
like there is always someplace to go
on campus to meet friends, have a
drink, play a game of darts, ping-pong,
or pool, or just hang out and relax
between classes. Please send your suggestions to Charles Lieberman, chair of
the Community Building Committee,
or join the forum discussion on the
DSC website.
WAYS TO GET MONEY FROM THE
DSC

As part of your payment to the GC
each semester, you contribute a student
activities fee. The DSC, along with relevant offices of the GC administration,
oversees the disbursement of these and
other funds available for various kinds
of student activities. Here are some
of the ways you can get a piece of the
action:
1) Hosting a conference, performance,
or film series? Apply for a Cultural
Affairs grant.
2) Organizing a workshop or professional development seminar? Apply
for a Professional Development
grant.
3) Need funds for your department to
have a party, subscribe to a journal,
or purchase items for your lounge?
Ask your department's DSC representative to apply for your program's allocation each semester.

Annotated Bibliography
Continued from page 10

(Blackwell, 2006).
It's About: Surveys central issues in contemporary philosophy of language while examin-

ing foundational topics.
PHYSICAL THERAPY

Gary Krasilovsky, * consulting editor; Hecox et al., editors.

Integrating Physical Agents in Rehabilitation (Pearson, Prentice Hall, 2006;
second edition )
It's About: Smoothly integrating physical agents into a treatment program.
George Andreopoulos,* Zehra Arat, and Peter Juviler, editors.
Non-State Actors in the Human Rights Universe (Kumarian Press, 2006).
It's About: Urges the study of the entire human rights universe; examines a broad range
of non-state actors engaged in various activities that violate, promote, or protect human
rights; and stresses the need for mechanisms to curb human rights violations.

POLITICAL SCIENCE

Sherrie L. Baver* and Barbara Deutsch Lynch, editors. Beyond
Sun and Sand: Caribbean Environmentalisms (Rutgers University Press,

POLITICAL SCIENCE

2005)
It's About: Provides the most comprehensive exploration to date of the range of envi-

ronmental issues facing the region and the social movements that have developed to
deal with them.
Marshall Berman*. On The Town: One Hundred Years of
Spectacle in Times Square (Random House, 2006).
It's About: The spot where imagination and veracity intersect.

POLITICAL SCIENCE

Diana Gordon*. Transformation and Trouble: Crime, Justice
and Participation in Democratic South Africa (University of Michigan Press,

POLITICAL SCIENCE.

2006).
It's About: Examines South Africa's efforts to strike the perilous balance between democratic participation and social control.

Mimi Abramovitz,* with Sandra Morgan and the National
Council for Research on Women. Taxes Are a Womens Issue: Re.framing the
Debate (Feminist Press, March 2006).
It's About: How tax policies shape the size of our bank accounts, but also how they sculpt
our government and the nation's identity.

SOCIAL WELFARE

Elizabeth and Stuart Ewen*. Typecasting: On the Arts & Sciences of
Human Inequality (Seven Stories Press, 2006).

SOCIOLOGY

It's About: "Typecasting" as a persistent cultural practice forged by colonialism, industri-

alization, mass media, urban life, and the global economy.
Samuel Farber*. The Origins of the Cuban Revolution Reconsidered
(University of North Carolina Press, 2006).
It's About: How Cuba's economy and politics in the first half of the twentieth century

SOCIOLOGY

4) If you are interested in having
ongoing discussions and events
around an interdisciplinary topic,
consider starting a chartered organization. Chartered orgs receive
DSC stipends to hold events at the
GC. Some also receive office space.
Interested in starting a chartered
organization? Contact the co-chair
for student affairs.
COFFEE HOURI

The DSC is sponsoring a backto-school coffee hour on Thursday,
September 28th, from 2pm-5pm. Come
join us for free coffee, tea, and pastries!
Meet members of the DSC Steering
Committee, DSC Representatives, and
your fellow GC students. Let us know
what's on your mind and what services
you'd like to see improved at the GC.
CHARTERED ORGANIZATIONS

books, photographic slides, journal
subscription, or web materials that
benefit your organization.
4) Hold an informal seminar on career
placement where you can invite
professionals and alumni from your
field to talk about how they found a
job and how students can improve
their CV. Use the stipend to pay for
food and meeting materials.
5) Hold a movie screening and use the
stipend to pay for film rentals, food
and drink.
IMPORTANT DSC DATES

DSC Plenary Meetings
• September 15
• October 20
• November 17
• December 8
DSC Steering Committee Meetings
• October 6
• November 3
• December 1
DSO Media Board Meetings
• September 8
• November 10
GC Graduate Council Meetings
• October 31
• December 12

It's your money-Spend it! Even if
your group does not have a conference
or other major event planned for the
semester, there are plenty of ways you
can use your organization's stipend.
Here are some ideas:
1) Have a wine-and-pizza-and welcome reception for new members
who signed up during orientation- PARTING WORDS
Get to know your DSC-program
or use such an event to solicit new
rep, executive committee, and steering
members!
2) Use the funds to hold a team-build- committee. Find out about the services
ing retreat at a cultural event in the DSC provides. Avail yourself of
them. And have a great semester.
NYC.
3)

Spend your stipend on the latest

made the island ripe for radical social and economic change.
Samuel C. Heilman•. Sliding to the Right: The Contest for the Future of
American Jewish Orthodoxy (University of California, 2006).
It's About: How the community has evolved in the years since World War 11 and where it
is headed in the future.

SOCIOLOGY

Robert Perinbanayagam*. Games and Sports in Everyday Life: Dialogues
and Narratives of the Self Paradigm Publishers (February 10, 2006).

SOCIOLOGY

It's About: The social and psychological processes involved in the playing of games.

Mauricio A. Font* and Alfonso W. Quiroz,* editors. The
Cuban Republic and Jose Marti: Reception and Use of a National Symbol

SOCIOLOGY, HISTORY

(Lexington Books, 2006).
It's About: The diverse representations and interpretations of Martf and the ways in
which both the left and right have used his political and literary legacies to argue their
version of contemporary Cuban "reality'.'
Daniel Gerould,* senior editor; Meghan Duffy,* editor;. Comedy: A
Bibliography of Critical Studies in English on the Theory and Practice of
Comedy in Drama, Theatre and Performance (Martin E. Segal Theatre Center

THEATRE

Publications, 2006).
It's About: An essential guide and resource, providing authors, titles, and publication data
for over a thousand books and articles devoted to this most elusive of genres.
Samuel L. Leiter*. Historical Dictionary ofJapanese Traditional Theatre
(Scarecrow Press, 2006).
It's About: This encyclopedic dictionary covers all four forms of traditional Japanese theatre, providing information on nearly every aspect, including actors, theatres, companies,
history, makeup, costumes, masks, biographies, theories, training, music, religion, criticism,
and many more.

THEATRE

Anthony G. Picciano*. Data-Driven Decision Making for
Effective School Leadership (Prentice Hall, 2006).
It's About: The role of data in making effective instructional, financial, and administrative
decisions in schools.

URBAN EDUCATION

Joe Kincheloe, Kecia Hayes,• Karel Rose,* and Philip M.
Anderson,* editors. The Praeger Handbook of Urban Education, 2 volumes
(Praeger Publishers, 2006).
lt's About: The wide range of social, cultural, psychological, and pedagogical knowledge
u~ban educators must possess in order to engage in effective and transformative practice.

URBAN EDUCATION

Susan Sullivan* and Jeffrey Glanz. Building Effective Learning
Communities (Corwin Press/Sage Publications, 2006).

URBAN EDUCATION

It's About: Enabling practicing and prospective school leaders to build collaborative,
constructive environments that not only help schools achieve national standards, but also
help the school community realize high academic standards.
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You're doing a heck of a job, Matthew!

Pro-life Groups Target
Graduate Center
MATT LAU

When sixth year Comparative
Literature Ph.D. student Ralph
Touchett recently made his way into
the Registrar's office on the seventh
floor of The Graduate Center, he was
greeted by a chorus of boos from
pro-life activists that scared him half
to death.
You see, Ralph was on his way to
reregister his dissertation topic; or, to
use the protestor's rhetoric, "abort"
his initial and beautiful topic whose
"father" wasn't ready to nurse it to
completion. For the intellectual vanguard of mainstream pro-life groups
like James Dobson's Focus on the
Family this is not merely a metaphor,
but a real-life tragedy.
For those on both sides of this
emergent debate it is arguably the
highest example yet of the ongoing
culture war, since it brings together
both the diversionary and real economic interests of corporate power.
That morning the protestors
already had three false alarms. It
seems it is difficult to distinguish

speaking on behalf of student newspaper editors, graduate-student
newspaper editors, graduate-student student newspaper editors, The
Graduate Center's student population, progressive liberals, and liberal
progressives everywhere, averred,
"Look Matt, it's like I always tell you,
your idealism is useless, literally... In
other words;• Hoff said, "we don't
treat ideas like living things here.
These pro-life protestors should just
be removed from the building immediately and denied future access
indefinitely:' .
For Touchett, the fact that he ever
got "knocked up" in the first place
seemed to bother him more than his
recent 'idea-cide: "It's not like I don't
already beat myself up for wasting
my time developing this dead end
project;' he said. "Besides, there are
plenty of ideas out there that need
adoption, little infant ideas that could
use my love and attention:'
Another student, claiming to be
from The Graduate Center's Business
Department, explained why the protestors have a point in
economic terms, "Look
at it this way;' he said,
"today,
corporations
are already guaranteed
most of the benefits and
none of the responsibilities of citizenship. Why
not extend this kind of
thinking to all ideas that
might be copyrighted?
Sure people talk all the
time about intellectual
property rights, but what
about the rights of intellectual properties themselves?"
The harassment isn't just from abortion opponents; Planned Parenthood
has begun monitoring GC students
as well. "We are very concerned
about the students' alcohol and drug
usage during the dissertation gestation period. Once they've decided to
have the idea we fully expect them to
shoulder the moral responsibility of
it as wen:·
Meanwhile, the satire experts in
the English Department were already
reciting the obvious cynical jokes.
"What do you call intellectual birth
control? Abstaining from graduate
school and thinking altogether:•

Henry Siu,
City College

Offer affordable health insurance to
graduate assistants.

Andy Newman,
Anthropology

Why do graduate students not get free
health care?

The fact that he

the "abortion patients"
from the regular students-most of whom
are still trying to get
their minds pregnant
in one form or another.
As you might imagine,
there are no reliable
outward indications
that one has begun
gestating an idea.
"I was pretty confused and shocked ...
frankly they scared
me'; said Touchett. "I
mean, here they are,
all hysterical. Hello shitbags? It's not
really alive, it's just an idea, not a living person:•
Meanwhile, Dick Johansson the
protestors' leader lamented that the
law was not on his side, "Frankly,
we don't like, trust, or understand
Gilbert's thesis about 'The Ironic
Absence of Sadean Excesses in Late
20th-Century Sex-Crime Memoirs';
frankly, we think it's a sin against
God. But we believe even poor, filthy,
boring ideas should live to suffer the
pangs of hunger, alienation, and cursory annotated-bibliographic summarizations, because all life is sacred:'
"Amen;• added another member of
the group.
GC Advocate editor James Hoff

ever got "knocked

Fran-;ois LaForge,
Chemistry

up" in the first

place seemed to
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"1·dea-c1·de."

Matt Lau is a student in the the Groucho
Marxist Studies program.
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